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ABSTRACT

Using Protonation Microstates and Hydrogen Bond Networks to Track
Proton Transfer Pathways in Complex I
by
Umesh Khaniya

Advisor: Prof. Marilyn R. Gunner
Complex I, NADH-ubiquinone oxidoreductase, is the first enzyme in the mitochondrial
and bacterial aerobic respiratory chain. It pumps four protons through four transiently open
pathways from the high pH, negative, N- side of the membrane to the positive, P-side driven by
the exergonic transfer of electrons from NADH to a quinone. Three protons transfer through
subunits descended from Mrp antiporters, while the fourth, E-channel is unique. Because of the
complex possible paths thorough the many buried polar residues and lack of high-resolution crystal
structure, the path for protons through the E-channel is elusive.
In this dissertation, the E-channel proton pumping pathway of Complex I is investigated
by using network analysis and protonation microstates approaches. First, the path through the Echannel is determined by network analysis of hydrogen bonded pathways obtained by Monte Carlo
sampling of protonation states, polar hydrogen orientation, and water occupancy. Input coordinates
are derived from molecular dynamics trajectories comparing substrate oxidized, reduced (dihydro)
product and no menaquinone-8 (MQ) bound. A complex proton transfer path from the N- to the
P-side is found consisting of six clusters of highly inter-connected hydrogen-bonded residues. The
network connectivity depends on the presence of quinone and its redox state, supporting a role for
this cofactor in coupling electron and proton transfers. The N-side is more organized with MQiv

bound complex I facilitating proton entry, while the P-side is more connected in the apo-protein,
facilitating proton exit. Subunit Nqo8 forms the core of the E channel; Nqo4 provides the N-side
entry, Nqo7 and then Nqo10 join the pathway in the middle, while Nqo11 contributes to the P-side
exit.
In the second part of the thesis, a novel tool to analyze the microstates found in the
ensemble of accepted states in Monte Carlo sampling is described. The distribution of protonation
microstates throughout the protein is needed to develop a global pumping mechanism for proton
transfer. The protonation state of residues, cofactors, and ligands defines a “protonation
microstate”. Here, the protonation microstates generated in Monte Carlo sampling in MCCE are
characterized in HEW lysozyme as a function of pH, bacterial photosynthetic reaction centers
(RCs) in different reaction intermediates and E-channel of Complex I with oxidized, and no
menaquinone-8 (MQ). The lowest energy and highest probability microstates are compared. The
ΔG°, ΔH°, and ΔS° between the four protonation states of Glu35 and Asp52 in lysozyme are shown
to be calculated with reasonable precision. A weighted Pearson correlation analysis shows
coupling between residue protonation states in RCs and the E-channel of Complex I. The intercluster correlation analysis in the E-channel shows there is not much correlation between the
clusters. Protonation microstates can be used to define input MD parameters and provide insight
into the motion of protons coupled to reactions.
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CHAPTER 1
Overview
1.1 Introduction
Many chemical and biological reactions use protons as a substrate or product. Protons in
proteins often travel 10 Å or more times to reach an active site. Proton gradients across the
membranes of bacteria, mitochondria and chloroplasts contribute to the electrochemical gradients,
∆Ψ, used to store cellular energy [1–4]. Vectorial electron transfer, in which redox chemistry
removes and adds protons to reactants on opposite sides of the membrane, can produce a proton
gradient. Here the electrons cross the membrane, but the protons do not. In contrast, proton pumps
transfer protons through the transmembrane proteins, requiring mechanisms to avoid downhill,
back proton transfer.
Regardless of the mechanism a protein uses, it takes energy to build a proton gradient. The
input energy is light in photosynthetic proteins [5–7], redox reactions in the electron transfer chain
[8], ATP hydrolysis [9] or the dissipation of the gradient of another ion [10,11]. The protons
flowing down the electrochemical gradient then fuel processes such as ATP synthesis in F1/F0
ATPase [12–14] and the active transport of ions and metabolites [4,15]. Therefore, studying the
proton pumping mechanism will help in understanding the underlying design of efficient and
controllable motifs for proton delivery or removal from buried locations.

1.1.1 The mitochondrial respiratory electron transfer chain
The respiratory electron transfer chain is crucial to a life. The most useful energy for the
cell is in the form of adenosine triphosphate (ATP), whose formation is catalyzed by the F1/F0
ATPase. The fuel for this reaction is the proton gradient generated by the chain of reactions
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catalyzed by Complex I, III and IV. The electron transport chain is found on the inner
mitochondrial membrane. Mitochondria are membrane-bound organelles found in most eukaryotic
cells. The mitochondrial respiratory electron transfer chain consists of four respiratory enzymes
where electrons pass through in a series of redox reactions passing reduced products from one
enzyme to another (Figure 1. 1). Bacteria create an electron transfer chain, often with the same
proteins, pumping protons across their cell membrane.

Figure 1. 1: The Electron transport chain. The electron transport chain protein has four enzymes: NADHubiquinone oxidoreductase (Complex I), succinate-quinone oxidoreductase (Complex II), cytochrome bc1
complex (Complex III), and cytochrome c oxidase (Complex IV). Complex I is the first enzyme in the chain
and Complex IV is the last one. Total ten protons are pumped from N-side to P-side of membrane. The
proton gradient build by this chain of reaction is used by F1/F0 ATPase (Complex V) to generate ATP.

NADH-ubiquinone oxidoreductase (Complex I) is the first protein in the aerobic
respiratory electron transfer chain of bacteria and mitochondria [16–19]. The NADH from Krebs
cycle is oxidized here and electrons are transferred from NADH to a flavin mononucleotide (FMN)
and through a series of Iron Sulfur (FeS) complexes to a quinone [17,20–22]. The midpoint redox
potential at pH 7 (Em,7) of NADH/NAD+ pair and Q/QH2 pair are -320 mV and +110 mV [18].
Complex I uses this redox energy released by moving two electrons from NADH to Q to pump
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four protons. The reduced quinone is used by the cytochrome bc1 complex (Complex III) to reduce
the cytochrome c (Em,7 = + 260 mV). Complex III releases net two protons to intermembrane
space. Cytochrome c oxidase (CcO, Complex IV) catalyzes the electrons from reduced cytochrome
c to reduce molecular oxygen (Em,7 = + 820 mV) to water [18] which results the transfer of four
protons. Overall, the electron transfer chain involves the translocation of ten protons from matrix
to intermembrane space with redox drop of approximately 1.1 V (from -330 to 820 mV).
Succinate-quinone oxidoreductase (Complex II) acts as a second entry point for reduced quinones
into the chain [18]. Recent studies show respiratory complex can also organized together to form
super complexes called respirasomes [21,23]. For example, Complex I is found bound to Complex
III dimer and Complex IV which may help to transfer the reduced cytochrome c between them.

1.1.2 The transmembrane electrochemical gradient (∆Ψ)
The energy released by the redox reaction in the electron transfer chain enzymes is used to
build the proton gradient. To build the gradient, protons are transferred from the more negative,
N-side of the membrane, where they are at lower concentration (higher pH) to the positive, P-side
where they are at higher concentration (lower pH). The electrochemical gradient, ∆Ψ, is made up
of the gradient of protons (the ∆pH) but also has contributions from other ions, adding to a voltage
change, ∆V, across the membrane. Thus, the equation for driving force (∆G) is
[( ]

∆G = RT [() ] + zF∆V
+

(1.1)

Here, [CP] and [CN] are the proton concentration at P-side and N-side of the membrane
respectively. R is the gas constant, T is absolute temperature, z is charge of ion, and F is Faraday
constant.
The ∆Ψ across a given membrane determines the energy needed to push a proton uphill in
the protein pumps when protons run from P- to N-side as used for ATP synthesis.
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1.1.3 Proton transfer mechanism and paths
Protons move through a chain of oriented molecules by a Grotthuss proton transfer
mechanism [24–27] . An active group in the middle of the chain is: (1) a hydrogen bond donor to
the next group in the direction of proton transfer and (2) has a lone pair of electrons that is a
hydrogen bond acceptor from the neighbor towards the proton input side. In the Grotthuss
mechanism no proton moves more than one bond, as the proton acceptor takes ownership from the
neighboring proton donor. However, overall the coupled transfers lead to a proton rapidly leaving
the input side and appearing at the end of the chain. To ensure protons move in the correct direction
pumps require three elements: Proton Loading Sites (PLS), proton transfer path, and gates. PLS
transiently change their proton affinity to load a proton when the gate is open to the N-side and
releases it when it is open to the P-side. Pathway gating and proton loading must be synchronized
to guard against energy dissipating proton transfer from P- to N-side.
Proton pumps protein uses linear and complex paths in different regions of the overall
transfer of protons through the membrane. Linear paths have a single entry and exit and a welldefined road between them. There are limited branches, which never deviate far from the main
path. Linear paths can often be identified in a protein structure that includes well resolved water
molecules [18,28]. Mutation of a single entry or exit residue can block proton transfer. However,
representative structures will be shown to reveal interior regions with tangled webs of polar and
protonatable groups and many water molecules [29–31]. These complex proton transfer paths
provide multiple choices for protons to follow. Here mutations of individual residue may lead to
partial loss of activity, generating ambiguous results that neither fully confirm nor deny their role.
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1.2 Complex I
Complex I begins the aerobic electron transfer chain in bacteria and mitochondria by
oxidizing NADH from the Krebs cycle to initiate the process of energy production during
respiratory cycle [16,18]. Complex I is the largest and most complex enzyme of respiratory chain
enzyme. Mitochondrial Complex I enzyme has forty-five subunits and fourteen core subunits are
highly conserved from bacteria to humans [22,32,33]. Various structure of complex I from
bacteria, yeast and mammals are reported [33–35]. The first entire crystal structure of complex I
was from Thermus thermophilus at 3.3 Å resolution [33]. Recent mitochondrial complex I structure
from Yarrowia lipolytica reveals the ordered water molecules with 2.7 A resolution [35]. The core
subunits have two arms: peripheral and membrane arms which form an L-shaped structure (Figure
1. 2).
The T. thermophilus peripheral domain has nine subunits where all known cofactors of
Complex I are found. The peripheral domain that extends 140 Å has FMN in the distal tip of the
domain and 8-9 Fe-S clusters. Fe-S clusters are of the two type: 2Fe-2S and 4Fe-4S. Electrons
transfer from NADH to FMN are passed on to the Fe-S clusters and then to the quinone. The
quinone, Q, is often ubiquinone but is menaquinone in bacteria such as T. thermophilus[33]. The
transfer of the two electrons, which occurs in the N-side peripheral arm, leads to the pumping of
four protons from the N- to P-side of the membrane embedded portion of the protein. The proton
transfers are energetically tightly coupled to the redox chemistry [18], but spatially separated.
The overall reaction in the complex I is
NADH + H+ + Q + 4H N +

NAD+ +QH2 + 4HP +

(1.2)

The T. thermophilus membrane arm, 180 Å in length, has seven subunits where proton
pumping occurs. The subunits Nqo12, Nqo13 and Nqo14 (T. thermophilus nomenclature) are
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antiporter-like subunits, which are homologous to each other and are derived from Mrp cation/H+
antiporter. The fourth proton transfers through a region with many polar and ionizable residues
providing many possible paths through the proteins called E-channel.

Figure 1. 2: Overall structure of Complex I from T. Thermophilus. Blue arrows in membrane arm are for
direction and approximate position of proton pumping pathway. Iron sulfur clusters are shown in green
and black arrows are for electron transfer pathway in the peripheral arm. Quinone and FMN are shown in
yellow and blue respectively.

1.2.1 Proton transfer pathways in Complex I
Antiporter: simple pathway. Complex I provides examples of both simple and complex
proton transfer pathways. There are four proton paths, three through the antiporter subunits and
one through the E-channel [17,18,36–39]. The crystal structures show likely, linear paths through
each antiporter subunit [22,33,40] which have chain of well conserved acidic and basic residues
in the center running parallel to the membrane (Figure 1. 3)[41–43]. Recognizable water chains
leading to the N- and P-sides are seen in computational study. Moving along each pathway from
the N-side is a Glu/Lys pair then a central Lys followed by either a Lys or Glu [19,33]. Their
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protonation states change as the proton is handed from one ionizable residue to the next. Thus, the
antiporter channels are simple linear proton transfer paths.
With a linear proton transfer path, it is often possible to identify a unique gating element.
Simulations have been carried out to investigate the behavior of Complex I with different
protonation states for these residues [37,44,45]. Increasing the net charge in the interior leads to
water molecules being brought into the protein in MD trajectories and they are expelled when the
charges are neutralized [37,44,46]. These hydration/dehydration changes will gate proton transfer
through the channels. They can be validated by seeing waters in different locations in structures
trapped in different intermediates or by interpretation of IR spectroscopy [47]. However, a buried
charge will attract water in MD simulations so it is important that the residue protonation states be
correctly assigned in the simulation [46].
Comparison of the structures of Complex I from different organisms shows conservation
of the P-side proton release paths in the antiporter subunits. However, on the N-side MD studies
[37,44,45] found a pathway similar to one identified in the crystal structure of Y. lipolytica [22]
Complex I but different from the one proposed from the T. thermophilus [18] crystal structure.
Thus, it is not known if the exit path is conserved.
E-channel: A complex proton transfer path. In contrast to the linear proton transfer path
seen through the three antiporter subunits, the fourth proton travels through a path directly under
the periplasmic arm denoted the E-channel. This region has a web of water molecules and polar
and protonatable residues characteristic of a complex proton transfer path with several PLS clusters
[31,37,39,48]. There are several competing proposals for the proton transfer path through the Echannel. It has been suggested to use subunits Nqo10 and Nqo11 [22,40] or subunit Nqo8 [33].
Various computational studies also provide different answers [37,44,45]. This uncertainty about
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the route is characteristic of complex proton transfer paths. There is a growing consensus that
residues in subunits Nqo7, 8 10 and 11 are important for E-channel function (Figure 1. 3a).
Network analysis, which can accommodate complexity, has proposed a complete path through
subunit Nqo4 and Nqo8 at the N-side entry, moving through subunit Nqo8 and Nqo7 in the center,
and exiting through subunit Nqo10 and Nqo11 [31].

Figure 1. 3: Structure of the full membrane domain of complex I and only the Nqo4 subunit of the
periplasmic domain from T. Thermophilus (PDB ID: 4HEA [33]) highlighting proton transfer paths. (a)
Residues that have been proposed to be important for proton pumping are shown as sticks and labeled as
subunit number (one letter amino acid designation-residue number). Quinone is yellow and N2 of each Iron
Sulfur cluster is green. Approximate locations of putative proton transfer paths are blue arrows and dashed
lines show alternative, proposed paths. (b) Residues that are included in the conservation analysis. Purple
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sticks: E channel cluster in the center of the protein (Cluster 4 in [31]); Sticks colored by atom type:
antiporter residues [33,37,45,48].

Role of quinone in Complex I as a gate. Complex I is able to couple the energy releasing
redox reactions in the peripheral arm to the energy requiring proton pumping through four, distant
well separated pumping sites [19,33]. The quinone binding site in complex I is ≈ 25-30 Å above
the membrane surface, which is different from its location in any other quinone dependent
membrane protein [22,33]. Quinone binding leads to the rotation and tilt of the peripheral arm
[48]. MD simulations [49–51] and Monte Carlo sampling [31] find changes in the connectivity of
the hydrogen bond network that depend on the presence and redox state of the quinone. Movement
of subunit Nqo4 and Nqo8 leads to changes in the E-channel hydrogen bond network that
propagate into the first antiporter channel by the distortion near Nqo10 (Tyr 59) [48]. The shifts in
hydrogen bond network and residue protonation initiated by the quinone reactions thus yield
changes in the interaction between the key Glu/Lys residues in the very distant antiporter channels
[40,52]. This web of long-range communication is not needed in smaller proteins such as CcO
where the change in electrostatic potential due to the redox reactions can directly modify PLS
proton affinity coupled to proton pumping.
Molecular Dynamics (MD) trajectories show quinone binding influences the E-channel by
enriching the number of hydrogen bonds near the N-side, which are proposed to open the channel
for proton uptake [31,51]. However, when QH2 is bound the charge of conserved residues change
leading to modification of the water wires in the proton transfer channels [19,49]. The E-channel
central region has extended clusters of protonatable residues including Nqo7 (Asp 72), 8 (Glu
130), 8 (Glu 163), 8 (Glu 213) [31] (the nomenclature uses residue numbering from the T.
Thermophilus complex I in the form as Nqo subunit (residues)).
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Beyond the central cluster of polar residues there is a hydrophobic barrier that blocks the
proton transfer to the P-side in the E-channel. Thus, while there have been several studies of the
proton entry, connections are rarely drawn from the center to the P-side [22,33,37,44,45]. Network
analysis of the hydrogen bonds made in MD trajectories suggests several paths that rely on
transient wetting events [31]. One lies near Nqo7 (Tyr 7) and 8 (Tyr 124). Another possibility is
from Nqo8 (Glu 130) to 10 (Tyr 59) [48,53]. However, these proposed bridging residues are not
well conserved. Thus, what permits the proton to cross the hydrophobic barrier, and whether it
conserved through Complex I evolution, is still an open question. A similar hydrophobic barrier is
also seen in the voltage-sensing domain (VSD) of voltage-gated ion channels. Here mutations of
the hydrophobic residues make the system leaky, showing the importance of non-polar residues to
block uncontrolled proton transfers [54].

Figure 1. 4: Conservation analysis shown as Weblogo [55] representation of multiple sequence alignment
of 1000 complex I sequences [56,57]. (a) Residues in the three linear antiporter pathways in Nqo12 (Top),
Nqo13 (Middle) and Nqo14 (Bottom) subunits. (b) Residues in the E-channel cluster 4. Residues from
Nqo8 (Top), Nqo7 (Middle) and Nqo10 (Bottom).

Residue conservation. The conservation and sensitivity of residues to mutation can provide
evidence that there is a unique pathway for protons. The multisequence alignment of the residues
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in the linear paths through the three antiporter subunits [33,37,45,48]were compared with that
found for the central cluster in the complex E-channel pathway (cluster 4 residues) [31]. The
WebLogo [55] provides a graphical comparison of the results (Figure 1. 4a-b). The residues along
the linear antiporter paths are highly conserved. In contrast, the E-channel central cluster shows
much weaker conservation, suggesting that, while the cluster as a whole must function, individual
residues may not be uniquely important.
Mutation. The sensitivity to mutation may also distinguish linear from complex proton
transfer paths. Thus, mutation of residues along a linear path should severely impair activity. In
contrast, a complex path may be less sensitive as there are multiple routes for the proton, not all
need be equally favorable. Many of the residues in the well-defined antiporter channels have been
subjected to site-directed mutations. Mutation of the residues shown in (Figure 1. 4a) severely
reduce quinone oxidoreductase activity that is tightly coupled to proton transfer since there is no
alternative paths for proton transport [42,58,59]. However, the E-channel is more complex and
there is less consensus about the path. Mutations of proposed E-channel residues often modify but
do not kill activity [60,61].

1.3 Protein protonation microstates
Proteins are dynamic objects and it is well established that protein exists in different
conformational degree of freedom. A microstate is one choice of conformers for each residue,
cofactor, and ligand. A typical protein is made up ≈25% of acidic or basic amino acids [62]. These
large number of acidic and basic residues in a protein always give a mixture of protonation µstates
as these residues are not always fully ionized or neutral. A protonation µstates is the protonation
state corresponding to each group. The total number of protonation states for N titratable group is
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2N. Tautomers are microstate with same charge but different proton position. The total number of
tautomers for N binding site with m protons distribution is
,!
.!(,0.)!

(1.3)

Clearly from the equation 1.2, there are a very large number of protonation microstates and many
of these will be at very high energy and can be discarded. Some of these particular protonation
microstates may be required for function of the protein. The distribution of protonation charges
and the orientation of dipoles modify the protein affinity. Drug binding [63–65] and ion binding [
5,6] can be coupled to changes in protonation states.
Application of microstate analysis. The ensembles of protonation states for a protein are
calculated with Grand Canonical Monte Carlo (GGMC) sampling finding the probability of
protonation states at a given proton chemical potential (pH). Moving beyond average
protonation/redox distributions to ensembles of microstates provides significantly more
information. The correlation of protonation states with each other and with the redox states of
cofactors can show how the ensemble of protonation states shifts to relax redox reactions [37].
The presence of hydrogen bonds in the accepted conformations shows the probability of proton
transfer chains needed to move protons within the protein [31,68–70]. MCCE protonation and
hydrogen bond µstate analysis can allow an unbiased search of the protein to find the proton
transfer pathway. The binning of µstates with different MCCE protonation µstates based on the
occupancy and µstates energy can provide the rational choice for all protonation states for input to
MD.

1.4 Overview of the dissertation
This dissertation focuses on understanding the proton pumping pathway in the E-channel
of Complex I using the network analysis and protein protonation microstates. The first part of the
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thesis finds the complex network of proton pumping pathways in E-channel using MCCE network
analysis. Molecular Dynamics simulations are prepared with oxidized, reduced, and apo (no
menaquinone-8) state of menaquinone by Chitrak Gupta in our collaborator’s Abhishek Singharoy
lab. Multiple snapshots selected based on the different hydration levels from different trajectories
are used for MCCE calculations. A total of six highly internally connected clusters are identified
from the N-side to the P-side of the membrane. The nature of the hydrogen bond connections
depends on the presence of quinone and its redox state.
In the second part of the thesis, a novel tool is developed to understand the protonation
microstates in protein and the proton coupling mechanism in proton channels. In this work, we use
the MC sampling in MCCE to generate the protein protonation microstates for three different
proteins: HEW lysozyme, photosynthetic reaction centers (RCs) and Complex I. Lysozyme is a
small well-known benchmark protein for different pKa calculations [71–74]. RCs are lightactivated proteins that have a complex network of protonatable residues near quinone (QB) that
modulate the electrochemistry of quinone reduction and provide paths for proton transfer.
Complex I is an electron transfer chain protein that has linear and complex tangled paths for proton
transfer. The complex E-channel pathways and RCs proton transfer residues near QB are used to
analyze the coupling of the protonation microstate in this study. Here the crystal structure for
Lysozyme and RCs are used for MCCE simulation while MD simulations snapshots from the
earlier E-channel projects [31] are used for Complex I. The distribution of microstate energy for
different pH and sizes of protein has a similar shape. This study compares the lowest energy and
highest probability microstates. The thermodynamics parameter (∆G, ∆H, and ∆S) of protonation
states of Glu35 and Asp52 residues are calculated with reasonable precision. The weighted Pearson
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correlation study in RCs and E-channel of Complex I show the coupling of protonatable residues
in the proton transfer pathway.
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CHAPTER 2
Methods
2.1 Molecular Dynamics simulation for E-channel pathway
Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations of the T. thermophilus complex I [51] are
performed in the Abhishek Singharoy laboratory at ASU by Chitrak Gupta. The detail preparation
of the MD simulation has been described here [51]. The initial coordinates for the simulation is
derived from the 3.3 Å crystal structure (PDB ID: 4HEA) [33] of T. thermophilus with loop Nqo6
subunit 55-70 updated using decyl ubiquinone-bound complex I structure [PDB ID: 6I0D]. The
menaquinone is docked in the hollow menaquinone cavity with the polar ring aligned with that of
decyl-ubiquinone in the X-ray structure (PDB ID: 6I0D). The whole molecular system is then
embedded in a hydrated path of 1000 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholines (POPC)
in the presence of 150 mM NaCl consisting of ~ 1,000,000 atoms in a box of 28 nm x 14 nm x 24
nm (Figure 2.1). All Asp, Glu, Arg and Lys in Complex I subunits Nqo7, 8, 12-14 are modeled as
ionized and His are modeled as neutral with the proton on NE. The simulation system is described
with the CHARMM36 force field, including CMAP corrections for proteins [75,76], and the TIP3P
model for water. The parameter for Iron-sulfur clusters is derived by Chang and Kim from Density
Functional Theory calculations [77]. Iron-sulfur clusters N1a, N1b, N5, N7 and N6b were oxidized
and N3, N4 N6a and N2 reduced based on the pattern supported on bovine Complex I [20,78,79].
The parameter set for flavin mononucleotide is used as described by Freddolino et. al [80].
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Figure 2.1: Water box generated in MD simulation. Lipids are POPC in green color and water molecules
are in red and white lines. PDB ID: 4HEA.

The system is equilibrated in the NPT ensemble (T = 313 K, P = 1 atm) for 100 ns using
NAMD. The production run is performed using 1.0 fs timestep with a force-based switching
function for long-range interactions from 10 to 12 Å, Langevin thermostat, Nosé-Hoover Langevin
barostat, and a flexible cell. Trajectories are run for 0.5 µs.

2.2. Multi Conformer Continuum Electrostatics (MCCE) simulation
2.2.1 MCCE calculations on E-channel of Complex I
The MCCE [81] calculations are initiated using multiple MD snapshots [68]. The MC
sampling in MCCE generates the hydrogen bond networks. In MCCE calculations, only subunits
Nqo4, Nqo7, Nqo8, Nqo10, and Nqo11 are used. At least 11 snapshots with different levels of
hydration are taken from the trajectories with apo-protein or the protein with MQH2 or MQ bound.
Surface waters with >5% solvent accessible are removed and replaced by continuum solvent with
dielectric value 80. The protein dielectric value of 4 is used. The Protein is inserted into 33 Å slab
of membrane using the IPECE [82]. The protein backbone is fixed and conformers are generated
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by placing different proton positions for the hydroxyls, neutral acids and His tautomers [81] prior
to MC sampling. As waters form essential parts for hydrogen bonding networks buried waters are
retained. The protonation state of protonatable residues Asp, Glu, Arg, Lys, Tyr and Cys and the
occupancy of water binding sites are sampled [81]. IPECE program is used insert water oxygens
into cavities with a probe radius of 1.4Å [82].

2.2.2 Hydrogen bond network analysis
The hydrogen bond network in MCCE is generated based on the MC sampling of weighted
Boltzmann distribution. Each snapshot from MCCE calculations has 17 to 35 million microstates.
MCCE uses the hydrogen donor-acceptor distance between 1.2 Å and 3.2 Å and the angle between
donor D-H and acceptor > 90° for the hydrogen bond definition. The hydrogen bond criteria for
each residue is given in Table 2.1. The hydrogen bond between the conformers of residues is
recorded if at least 0.1% of microstates are in the accepted Boltzmann distribution.
The connections between the two residues or ligands can be bridged by up to 4 water molecules.
The default network is made by merging different snapshots from the same trajectory. Residues
are most often connected via water molecules. The networks are visualized using the Cytoscape
[83]. The residues are represented as nodes and the line between the nodes denotes for the
hydrogen bond connection. Surface residues are identified based on the solvent accessible surface
calculation using MCCE. If the solvent accessible surface of the residues is at least 20 % of the
whole residues then the residue will define as surface exposed.
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Table 2.1: The hydrogen bond donor and acceptor definition used in MCCE.
Residue

Donor

Acceptor

ASP

HD1, HD2

OD1, OD2

ARG

1HH1, 2HH1, 1HH2, 2HH2, HE

NE, NH1, NH2

GLU

HE1, HE2

OE1, OE2

HIS

HE2, HD1

ND1, NE2

SER

HG

OG

THR

HG1

OG1

ASN
GLN
CYS
MET
TYR
TRP
LYS
HOH
MQ

1HD2, 2HD2
1HE2, 2HE2
HG

OD1
OE1
SG
SD
OH

HH
HE1
1HZ, 2HZ, 3HZ
1H, 2H, 3H
H73, H74

NZ
O
O1, O2

2.2.3 MCCE calculation for protein protonation microstates
The MCCE [81] calculations start with the MC sampling of hen egg white lysozyme (PDB
ID: 4lZT[84]), the bacterial photosynthetic reaction centers (RCs) of Rb. sphaeroides (PDB ID:
1AIG[85]) and Complex I molecular dynamics snapshots from oxidized and no menaquinone-8
(MQ) trajectories (PDB ID: 4HEA [33]). Protein backbone and side chain carbon atoms are fixed.
Residue side chains are given conformers, which can provide a choice of protonation or
conformational state. Here isosteric calculations are done for simplicity, which allows sampling
of polar hydrogen position, His tautomers and reorientation of the Asn and Gln side chain amide
dipole [86]. All crystallographic water molecules in the lysozyme and MD waters in Complex I
are deleted and replaced by the implicit solvent of dielectric 80 while in the RCs, 28
crystallographic water are retained. The protonatable residues (Glu, Asp, Arg, Lys, His, Tyr and
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Cys) can be ionized or neutral. For Complex I, snapshots from earlier E-channel paper [31] are
used. MCCE is run for only subunits Nqo4, Nqo7, Nqo8, Nqo10, and Nqo11.

2.3 Correlation study
Correlation is the statistical tool to measure the linear relation between the two variables.
The strength of the correlation is measured by the correlation coefficient which varies between -1
to +1. A negative sign means the inverse relation between the two variables while a positive sign
indicates the direct relation to each other. The correlation coefficient value near to ± 1 shows a
stronger correlation while a value near 0 shows the two values are not correlated. The weighted
Pearson Correlation (𝑟34 ) [87] between the two residues p and q are used to find if their protonation
states in the protonation microstate are correlated. The formula for 𝑟34 is given by:
𝑟34 =

∑:
9)
7;< 67 (37 03̅ )(47 04
:
>
=∑:
9))>
7;<(67 (37 03̅ ) ) ∑7;<(67 (47 04

(2.1)

Here 𝑤@ is the weight, pi and qi are the protonation states for two residues in a microstate, i, 𝑝̅ and
𝑞9 are the mean value of pi and qi respectively and n is the number of unique accepted charge
microstates.

2.4 Multiple sequence analysis
The Weblogo [55] for three antiporter pathways in Nqo12, Nqo13, and Nqo14 NCBI
subunits and E-channel cluster 4 residues are made using 1000 complex I sequences. The NCBI
blast [56] is used for collecting sequence files. The sequences are then aligned using the Clustal
Omega [57]. The aligned multi-sequences are used as input for Weblogo [55].
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CHAPTER 3
Hydrogen bond network analysis reveals the pathway for the proton
transfer in the E-channel of T. thermophilus Complex I

3.1 Introduction
Complex I, the first protein in the aerobic electron transfer chain in bacteria and
mitochondria, oxidizes NADH from the Krebs cycle to form a reduced quinone product
[18,17,19,88,89]. The reduced, dihydro quinone (quinol) is then the substrate for the cytochrome
bc1 complex (Complex III), which in turn produces a reduced cytochrome c substrate for
cytochrome c oxidase (CcO, Complex IV), where the terminal electron acceptor, O2 is reduced
[18]. Each of these proteins adds to the cellular energy of the transmembrane electrochemical
gradient by removing protons from the high pH, N-side of the membrane and adding them to the
low pH, P-side [4,19]. The resulting proton gradient, provides the fuel for the synthesis of ATP by
Complex V, which allows controlled movement of protons from P- to N-side, closing the
mitochondrial electron transport chain [18].
For proton pumps, such as Complex I and CcO, protons move through the protein with
energy provided by the redox reaction they catalyze. In Complex I the redox chemistry and proton
pumping are separated by a remarkable distance [33]. Thus, intramembrane channel opening and
closing is tied to the redox chemistry which occurs in the peripheral arm, which is ≈80Å away
from the most distal pumping element [18]. With the elucidation of an atomic resolution complex
I structure [7] it is now possible to ask detailed questions about the mechanism by which the protein
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structure couples the energy releasing redox reactions with the energy storing proton transfer
reactions.
A basic proton pump, that carries out a proton transfer process that is itself
thermodynamically uphill, has several minimal requirements including [4]: (i) a change in proton
affinity during the reaction cycle so protons will be bound from the N-side and released to the Pside via transiently loaded sites in the protein interior; (ii) a pathway for protons to be handed from
donor to acceptor through the hydrophobic interior of the membrane embedded region of the
protein via a Grotthuss mechanism [24]; (iii) a means to close off proton transport so that the
interior is only accessible to the N-side during proton uptake into the protein and accessible to the
P-side during release to keep protons from moving downhill. Here, the pathway and its control
elements are investigated for complex I [33], using computational approaches that we have
developed for related protein pumps such as cytochrome c oxidase [68].
Mitochondrial Complex I has up to forty-five subunits including fourteen core subunits
that are highly conserved from bacteria to humans [22,32,33,90–92]. The latest complete crystal
structure of complex I was solved at 3.3 Å from the smaller, bacterial Thermus thermophilus [33],
which maintains the peripheral subunits for the redox reactions and intra-membrane proton
pumping subunits, but lacks smaller regulatory subunits found in higher organisms [22]. It may
thus provide a more direct look at the minimum requirements for pumping. The peripheral arm,
containing all the redox cofactors, extends 130 Å into the P-side of the membrane, while the
intramembrane subunits is 180 Å long (Figure 3. 1) [21]. Soluble NADH is bound at the end of
the peripheral arm furthest from the membrane. Electron transfers from NADH reduces quinone
via non-exchangeable FMN and iron-sulfur complexes. The quinone, which is the terminal
electron acceptor, enters from the membrane and snorkels up through the protein to the binding
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site (Figure 3. 1) [93]. The quinone position in the complex I is unique as the hydrophobic cofactor
must move 25-30 Å above the membrane surface [33]. In the other quinone requiring proteins the
binding site is within the membrane plane. The electron transfer reaction is tightly coupled to
pumping of four protons [18,36,94].The protons move through four separate, transiently opened,
hydrated pathways in the membrane domain (Figure 3. 1). The overall reaction is:
NADH + H+ + Q + 4H N +

NAD+ +QH2 + 4HP +

Figure 3. 1. T. thermophilus Complex I. (a) Subunit Nqo4, Nqo7, Nqo8, Nqo10, and Nqo11, which are
studied here, are shown as solid cylinders. The antiporter subunits Nqo12, Nqo13 and Nqo14 are shown
as semi-transparent ribbons. Iron sulfur clusters are shown in green (oxidized) and cyan (reduced). Blue
arrows show direction and approximate position of proton pumping paths. (b) Cofactors in the peripheral
arm. Iron-sulfur clusters that are reduced in the MD trajectory are cyan while the rest are green. FMN is
shown in blue and menaquinone-8 in yellow. Black arrow represents likely path for electron transfer after
NADH has reduced FMN. NADH is not shown.
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There are seven subunits in the membrane domain of T. thermophilus complex I [33]. Three
protons are pumped through the three homologous antiporter subunits, denoted Nqo12, Nqo13,
Nqo14 (Figure 3. 1). While the protein interior is largely made up of hydrophobic residues there
are groups of ionizable residues (Asp, Glu and Lys) that were identified as possible proton
pathways through these subunits from the structure [22,33,40] which were largely confirmed by
site-directed mutagenesis [42,59,95]. The X-ray crystal structure of complex I has provided the
starting information needed for in depth analysis of the potential proton pumping pathways. These
studies have generally used Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations to trace out hydrogen bonded
pathways in trajectories obtained with different protonation states of buried residues or redox states
of cofactors [37,44,45,96] and Hybrid Quantum Mechanics/Molecular Mechanics (QM/MM-MD)
to investigate very local proton transfer events [37,44,45]. MD simulations carried out with the
membrane domain of E. coli showed that protonation state changes of key Glu and Lys in the
center of the protein change the hydration of channels that can support proton transfer [44,96]. The
results of MD simulation using the complex I structure generally supported the pathways predicted
given the location of buried charged and polar residues in the crystal structure [37,45]. The local
barriers to hydronium migration from N to P side with nearby residues in different protein
protonation states were examined in the antiporter subunits by hybrid computational methods
combining QM/MM and MD [37,44,45].
Complex I is clearly the result of evolution repurposing of different proteins for new
functions: the peripheral arm of Complex I is derived from the soluble [NiFe] hydrogenases
[43,97], whereas the antiporter subunits of membrane arm are derived from Mrp cation/H+
antiporters [98]. The intramembrane, Nqo8 connects the intramembrane subunit that connects to
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the peripheral arm. It is the most conserved subunit in Complex I [18], however it appears not to
be related to other proteins.
While there are three antiporter derived subunits, four proton are pumped [36]. Thus the
sequence and structure of the fourth channel is unique [18]. The crystal structures [22,40] led to
the suggestion that the fourth channel may use subunits Nqo10 and Nqo11 (NuoJ/K in E. coli), an
assignment which was also supported by MD simulations carried out on the E. coli protein [44].
However, after the structure of the T. thermophilus complex I was solved [33], it was suggested
that Nqo8 forms the fourth channel, now called the E-channel due to the abundance of glutamic
acids in this proposed path [33]. Recent QM/MM-MD simulations using the T. thermophilus
complex I identified a path entering from the N-side to central residues Glu213/163 of the Nqo8
subunit [37] or via the interface between Nqo10 and Nqo11[45]. Several internal resides have
been suggested as important include 7(Asp72), Glu130, Glu163, Glu213, 10(Tyr59) and
11(Glu32) [33,37,40,44,45]. However, the P-side proton exit has not been identified. Recent work
suggested that reduction of quinone triggers movement of the cofactor to be closer to the
membrane domain which is coupled to changes in the protonation of residues around quinone
position [50,99].
Hydrogen bond networks that can support proton transfers can be identified using a number
of computational methods. MD trajectories allow for the protein to move freely within a
membrane, with waters moving in and out. However, the protonation states are predefined. In
contrast, Monte Carlo (MC) techniques allow for sampling of sidechains protonation and position
as well as the occupancy and orientation of waters with the restriction of a fixed backbone [100].
This allows for dynamic sampling of protonation states, while incurring restrictions on the
movement of the protein [68,81]. Constant pH MD (cpHMD) allows protonation states to change
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within a MD trajectory [101–103]. Despite a handful of successes [104], it is not yet able to bring
a large system with many interacting protonatable groups to equilibrium so is not a good tool for
analysis of Complex I. Currently methods that carry out MC analysis on snapshots generated by
MD (MD/MC) provides a reasonable compromise, especially if the MD snapshots can credibly
capture biologically relevant conformational states [68].
An MC analysis of hydrogen bond networks in MD trajectories has been employed to
identify the exit pathway for protons from Rb. sphaeroides cytochrome c oxidase [68]. Polar and
ionizable amino acid side chains were identified as participating in proton transfer via buried
waters. Highly connected hydrogen-bonded residues were identified as clusters of 6-22 residues
where all residues are connected to multiple residues in the cluster either directly or via short water
chains. Thus, the model did not support a set of simple linear proton transfers. Rather protons
appear to be able to move easily within clusters. An excess, pumped proton can be transiently
trapped within an individual cluster, with a distribution that reflects the relative proton affinity of
sites within the complex environment [105]. In cytochrome c oxidase gating of proton transfer
occurs when inter-cluster connections are broken, usually by loss of connecting waters [105–107].
Here, we perform an MD/MC network analysis of hydrogen bonds derived from MC calculations
of MD snapshots carried out with the most recent complex I structure from T. thermophilus [51].
The simulations are carried out using trajectories with the oxidized menaquinone-8, MQ, the
reduced MQH2, and with no quinone (the apo-protein). Monte-Carlo analysis of the hydrogen
network was performed across five protein subunits at the junction between the soluble and the
transmembrane domains of complex I (Nqo4, Nqo7, Nqo8, Nqo10, and Nqo11 (Figure 3. 1)) to
identify the E-channel proton pathway. A complete proton transfer pathway is found between the
N and the P-sides of the membrane. Comparing the connections in states with different quinone
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occupancy it is shown that connections to the N-side are strong in the quinone containing protein,
while the P-side is more connected in the apo-structure, providing a possible gating mechanism to
control access to the different sides of the membrane.

3.2 Methods
3.2.1 MD simulation
Models employed in our MC simulations are extracted from our recently reported MD
simulations of the T. thermophilus complex I [51]. Preparation of the simulation system is
described in the MD article, and summarized herein. The initial complex I model was derived
from the 3.3 Å crystal structure (PDB ID: 4HEA). Loops within the Nqo6 subunit between residues
55-70 were reconstructed using the more recent decyl ubiquinone-bound complex I structure [PDB
ID: 6I0D]. In subunits Nqo7, 8, 12-14 all the Asp, Glu, Arg and Lys were considered to be ionized
and His are modeled as neutral with the proton on NE. The complete molecular model (complex I
embedded in a hydrated patch of 1000 1-palmitoyl-2-oleyol-sn-glycerophosphocholines [POPC]
in the presence of 150 mM NaCl) consisted of ~ 1,000,000 atoms in a box of 28 nm x 14 nm x 24
nm. This system was parameterized with the CHARMM36 force field, including CMAP
corrections for proteins [75,76]. The TIP3P model was employed to describe explicit water
interactions. CHARMM parameters for the Iron-sulfur cluster were derived by Chang and Kim
from Density Functional Theory calculations [77]. Clusters N1a, N1b, N5, N7 and N6b were
oxidized and N3, N4 N6a and N2 reduced, preserving an alternation of oxidized and reduced states
[17]. This pattern is supported by studies on bovine Complex I [20,78,79]. It has been shown that
N1a in T. thermophilus is not NADH-reducible, akin to bovine complex I [108,109]. The Flavin
mononucleotide was described with the parameter set designed by Freddolino et. al [80].
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The polar ring of menaquinone was aligned with that of decyl-ubiquinone in the X-ray structure
(PDB ID: 6I0D), so the phenyl oxygens are interacting with residues His 38 and Tyr 87 of subunit
Nqo4. The menaquinone tail was then refined using 10 ns of Molecular Dynamics Flexible Fitting
(MDFF) [110] simulations into the hollow quinone-binding cavity. The structure with the highest
cross-correlation and lowest energy was chosen for subsequent MD simulation. The system was
equilibrated in the NPT ensemble (T = 313 K, P = 1 atm for 100 ns before initiating production
runs. Simulations were performed using 1.0 fs timestep with a force-based switching function for
long-range interactions from 10 to 12 Å, Langevin thermostat, Nosé-Hoover Langevin barostat,
and a flexible cell. Trajectories were run for 0.5 µs. Eighteen snapshots were taken from one
trajectory of the apo-protein and the protein with MQH2 or MQ bound. Eleven snapshots were
obtained from a second trajectory with MQ bound. Snapshots were selected to have different
levels of hydration (Appendix A Figure S1).

3.2.2 MCCE simulation
The hydrogen bond networks are obtained with MC sampling of multiple MD snapshots
[68] using MCCE [81]. Only subunits Nqo4, Nqo7, Nqo8, Nqo10, and Nqo11 are included. As
MCCE maintains a rigid backbone there is little interaction with subunits further away. The protein
is inserted into a 33 Å think rectangular slab using IPECE to emulate the membrane [82]. IPECE
embeds the protein in a low dielectric slab so that fewest surface ionizable residues are buried by
calculating the exposed surface area of Asp OD1 and OD2, Glu OE1 and OE2, Arg NH1 and NH2,
and Lys NZ. Surface water molecules with more than 5% solvent accessible surface are replaced
with continuum solvent.
In MCCE a conformer represents a choice (degree of freedom) for a side chain or ligand
or water that is available for Monte Carlo (MC) sampling [81]. Here, the protein backbone and
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side chain carbon atoms are obtained from the input MD snapshot and held fixed in MCCE.
Multiple ‘isosteric’ conformers that change the position of polar hydrogens of side chain and water
polar protons, the protonation state of Asp, Glu, Arg, Lys, Tyr and Cys and the occupancy of water
binding sites are sampled [81]. This allows extensive analysis of the allowed hydrogen bond
network for individual snapshots obtained from MD trajectories.
All buried waters are retained as they are essential members of hydrogen transfer pathways.
The retained oxygen of each buried water oxygen generates 5 to 100 conformers with different
proton positions. Each water also has a conformer moved into solution. MCCE uses GCMC (Grand
Canonical Monte Carlo) sampling, which allows the number of water molecules within in the
complex to change by keeping constant chemical potential, volume and temperature of a reservoir.
The behavior of TIP3 water in GCMC sampling in MCCE has been recently benchmarked against
the behavior of water in MD [70]. In calculations that enhance hydration, a different function in
the IPECE program inserts water oxygens into cavities that can accommodate a sphere with a
radius of 1.4Å [82].
At least 11 MD snapshots were subjected to MC sampling, collecting 17 to 35 million
microstates for each quinone state snapshot. Thus, MCCE samples as many microstates as the
timesteps that are needed to obtain more than a 10 nanosecond MD trajectory. The MC analysis
can reveal the complexity of the possible network connections. The network for each snapshot is
formed from the hydrogen bonds found in at least 0.1% of microstates in the Boltzmann
distribution. In the default network analysis, two residues or ligands are viewed as being connected
if they can be bridged by zero to 4 water molecules. A permissive network is built up here as it
contains connections from different microstates in a single snapshot. In addition, in the default
presentation, networks from different snapshots from the same trajectory are merged. Networks
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are visualized using Cytoscape [83]. Additional description of the hydrogen bond network criteria
is given in Appendix A Table S1.
Active proton transfer networks end at the surface of the protein. Surface residues are
identified based on their solvent accessible surface in the first frame of menaquinone bound
snapshot. A residue is considered surface exposed if 20% of the whole residue is surface exposed.
Conservation of a residues is determined by HSSP multiple alignment of approximately 2500
sequences of complex I [111].

3.3 Results
The aim of this paper is to identify the proton transfer pathway in the unique E-channel of
Complex I, and to observe whether the connectivity of the path is influenced by the presence of an
oxidized or reduced MQ or absence of MQ in a manner that might be able to control proton transfer
across the membrane. MC sampling is performed on multiple MD snapshots to determine the
Boltzmann distribution of ionization states, water occupancy and the resultant hydrogen bonded
connections that can carry protons [68]. While the entire protein was contained in the MD
trajectory, only subunits Nqo4, Nqo7, Nqo8, Nqo10, and Nqo11, which are distinct from the
antiporter-derived subunits are included in the MC analysis (Figure 3. 1). The quinone is not
present in this crystal structure. Recent papers have described several possible positions for the
quinone in T. thermophilus [50,99]. Here MQ was aligned starting from the structure with decylDQ bound (PDB ID: 6I0D) where the introduced MQ carbonyls bound via 4(Tyr87) and 4(His38).
Simulations stated with snapshots from the MD trajectory with bound MQ-8 generate the
most complete pathway from N- to P-side of the protein. This will be described first and then
compared with the results from trajectories with reduced or no quinone. The resultant analysis of
the hydrogen bonds between amino acids, allowing for intervening waters does not produce a
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linear pathway. Rather, it shows a complex cluster of interconnections. This complexity is
illustrated in several ways. Figure 3.2a shows the amino acid side chains that are identified as
making up the network of residues that can connect the N- to P-side of the protein. They are colored
to represent clusters identified by the network analysis shown in Figure 3. 2b, where residues are
divided into ‘clusters’ and ‘connecting residues.’
In the network, a connection, represented by a line (edge), indicates a hydrogen bond path
between the two residues (nodes). A connection can be direct or through as many as 4 intervening
waters, and must be found in at least 0.1% of the accepted MC microstates found in MCCE
simulations on at least one MD snapshot [68]. A cluster is made up of residues that each have
connections to three or more other residues within that cluster (Figure 3.2b-d). Our working
hypothesis is that protons can move freely within a cluster, with the proton distribution determined
by the relative residue proton affinity of individual sites [30,105]. Given the distribution of
connections found by MC sampling of available hydrogen bonds and the branching of connections
allowed by bridging waters, residues are found to be connected to as many as 18 other intra-cluster
and inter-cluster residues. Peripheral nodes, shown outside the highly connected ring, are
connected to only one or 2 other residues. Peripheral residues are counted as part of the cluster in
Tables 3. 1 and 3. 2. Six highly connected clusters are identified. Connecting residues bridge
clusters. The network figure shows each residue name, which can be read when the image is
magnified (Appendix A Figure S6). All residues in the network are also listed in Table 3.1.
Another measure of the complexity of the network can be seen in how many residues are
included. Here 128, mostly buried residues within three transmembrane subunits of Complex I
are involved in the network (Table 3. 2). This group of residues can be divided into several
categories that define their possible functions. Grotthuss-competent residues can participate in
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Grotthuss proton transfer as they have a lone pair of electrons that can accept a proton as well as a
dissociable proton. Water molecules, hydroxyl containing side chains, protonated acidic residues
and neutral His meet this criteria. Non-Grotthuss residues can make strong hydrogen bonds but
are not set up to ‘simultaneously’ get and give a proton. A neutral Lys can serve, but an ionized
Lys has no lone pair to accept a proton. Likewise, an Arg can only facilitate proton transfer if it
(initially) loses a proton, which must be replaced on the same nitrogen [7]. Non-Grotthuss side
chains can anchor the network and will strongly influence the proton affinity of residues within
and near the cluster. Residues in each cluster from T. thermophilus complex I (PDB ID: 4HEA).
Table 3. 1: Residues in each cluster
Residues in Cluster or Connectors
Cluster 1
Cluster 2
Connecting 1and 2
Cluster 3
Cluster 4
Connecting 1, 2, 3 and 4
Cluster 5
Cluster 6

4(Q33), 4(S36), 4(T37), 4(H38), 4(D139), 4(R217), R216, E223, E225, Q226,
{4(Y87)}
4(E50), 4(Q389), 7(H60), R154, S158, D220, E227, R301, Y302, D303,
{4(S48), 4(E51), 4(E216), Q304, R307)}
4(E388), 4(D392), R299
4(T27), 4(N29), 4(R42), 7(E45), 7(D49), 7(E53), D71, S139, S143, S145,
K146, Y147, S148, S152, E235, Y236, S237, K240, {4(H58), 4(Y61), 7(S46),
7(N48)}
7(T10), 7(D72), 7(E74), 7(W79), 7(T100), 7(W111), S89, Y124, S129, E130,
Y134, S161, Y162, E163, Y206, S210, E213, H251, T254, W310, {7(Y109),
7(E110), 7(K113), 7(R117), 10(T150), 10(E158)}
4(T144), E35, S155, S156, Y232, H233, T234, Q245, E248, Y249, R294
10(Y43), 10(Q55), 10(Y59), 11(E32), 11(N36), 11(N39), {10(S15), 10(N3510)}
7(Q5), 7(E6), 7(Y7), 7(S84), T2, W3, S4, Y5, D8, K16, Q112, W114, N117,
D119, S179, N181, N183, D184, N187, W188, K190, 10(R49), 10(Q125),
{Y10, 10(S2), 10(E5), 10(D47), 10(D118), 10(K120), 11(Y3), 11(R47),
11(Q54)}

Subunits
Nqo
4,8
4, (7), 8
4,8
4, 7, 8
7, 8, 10
8, (4)
10, 11
7, 8, 10,
11

Table 3. 1: Residues from Nqo8, which contributes the most residues, do not have a prefix. The other
subunits included in the analysis (Nqo4, 7, 10 and 11) are identified by the prefix number. Residues inside
curly brackets are peripheral residues, on the edge of the cluster, connected to only one or two cluster
residues. Underlined residues are surface exposed (%SAS≥ 20) identified using MCCE on the first frame
of the menaquinone bound snapshot. Subunits Nqo column: The subunit that contribute residues to each
cluster. Subunits in parenthesis contribute only one residue to the cluster. The designation of these subunits
in other organisms be found in [112].
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Table 3. 2: Count of residue types within each cluster
Count of residues in network obtained from MQ containing trajectory
Total

Acid
(D, E)

Base
(K,R)

Grotthuss Polar
(S, T, Y, H)

Non-Grotthuss
polar
(Q,N,W)

Cluster 1

11

3

2

4

2

Cluster 2
Connecting clusters 1-2
Cluster 3
Cluster 4
Connecting clusters 1-4
Cluster 5
Cluster 6
Total residues in clusters
Total residue in studied system

15
3
22
26
11
8
32
128
390

6
2
5
7
2
1
7
33
94

3
1
3
2
1
0
5
17
78

4
0
12
14
7
3
9
50
161

2
0
2
3
1
4
11
24
57

Cluster

Table 3. 2: Number of residues in each cluster, including peripheral residues the cluster edge (Table 3. 1).
Total residue counts all residues in subunits Nqo4, Nqo7, Nqo8, Nqo10, and Nqo11which can form
hydrogen bonds. Grotthuss competent polar residues have a lone pair and a polar proton so can accept and
donate a proton. These are hydroxyl containing side chains Ser, Thr and Tyr, as well as His, Glu and Asp,
which are Grotthuss competent when neutral.
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Figure 3.2. Hydrogen bond networks for complex I E-channel. (a) Subunits Nqo4, Nqo7, Nqo8, Nqo10,
and Nqo11 are shown as semi-transparent cylinders. Side chains identified with each cluster: 1: yellow, 2:
gray, 3: red, 4: purple, 5: green, 6: blue. Several key residues are labeled. (b,c,d) MCCE hydrogen bond
network for (b) the menaquinone docked structure. (c) the reduced menaquinone (MQH2) docked structure.
(d) without menaquinone. Clusters of highly connected residues are placed within a circle with the color
used in the adjacent structure. A line represents residues connected by zero to four waters. Prefix in each
node is subunit number. Residues from Nqo8, which contributes the most residues, do not have a prefix.
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One letter amino acid code is followed by the residue number. The node color is based on the residues type.
acid: red; base: blue; polar: green; MQ or MQH2: yellow; diamond nodes: surface residues. All residues are
enumerated in Table 3. 1. The node labels can be read when the PDF image is magnified and an enlarged
figure is found in Appendix A Figure S6. The positions of nodes are initially fixed with the analysis of the
MQ containing structures, which is the most highly connected. Breaks in connections between nodes that
are close together in the MQH2 or quinone removed trajectories are made more visible by short black lines.

The network shown in Figure 3. 2b identifies an almost complete path between the N and
P-side when MQ is bound. Overall, we see two clusters (2 and 3) which have residues that connect
to the N-side of the membrane. They surround the quinone containing cluster (1). Clusters 1,2, and
3 connect to the deeply buried cluster 4. A small isolated cluster (5) is also found. Cluster 6
contains P-side surface exposed residues. With MQ bound there is a gap between clusters 4 and 6,
which can stop proton flow.

3.3.1 Character of the clusters that make up the E-pathway in MQ containing
structures
The main aim here is to provide specific detail for E-pathway involving residues in each
cluster in MQ trajectory and connecting role of residues with previous study. The proton pathway
we will describe reaches from the quinone binding site to exits on the P-side. Here we will describe
the makeup of the clusters and the inter cluster connections.
Cluster 1 (11 residues) and 2 (15 residues) are near the N-side of the protein with 3 surface
exposed residues in Cluster 2 (Tables 3. 1 and 3. 2). Cluster 1 is linked directly to the quinone via
4(Tyr87) and 4(His38) without intervening waters (Figure Appendix A S2). These two clusters are
internally highly connected. For example, four residues in cluster 1 are connected in some
microstates to more than six other cluster 1 resides. The ionizable residues in cluster 1 and 2 are
highly conserved (Appendix A Table S6). Site-directed mutations have shown cluster residues
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4(Tyr87) and 4(His38) [113,114] and Arg216 [115] and 4(Asp139) [116] in cluster 1 and Glu220,
Glu227 and Arg154 in cluster 2 [115] decrease the quinone dependent activity. Recent simulations
also show a role for 4(His38) in quinone binding [49]
Figure 3. 2 shows connections that are present in the MCCE network analysis of at least
one snapshot. Cluster 1 and 2 are interconnected by two residues and connected to cluster 3 and 4
via multiple residues (Appendix A Table 3. 1 and Figure 3. 2(b)). Appendix A Table S2 shows
how many snapshots show the connections. Cluster 1 is connected to cluster 2 in 100% of the
individual snapshots; to cluster 4 in 67% of the snapshots; and to cluster 3 in only 6% (1 of 18)
snapshots (Appendix A Table S2).
The large cluster 3 has 22 residues, with seven surface exposed providing entry to the
interior (Table 3. 1). Cluster residues 7(Glu45) and Glu235 have been shown to help support
quinone dependent activity [40,91]. This cluster makes rare connections to the quinone binding
cluster 1 and to the fully buried, central cluster 4 via Ser156 and Thr234 (Appendix A Table S2).
Cluster 4 sits in the middle of the protein and is connected to clusters 1 (95%), 2 (28%) and 3 (6%)
towards the N-side and comes close to cluster 6, which is the P-side exit. The numbers in
parenthesis show the number of MD snapshots where the clusters are connected (Appendix A
Table S2) Earlier inspection of the structure [33] led to the suggestion that residues in cluster 4,
including 7(Asp72), Glu130, Glu163, Glu213, could play a role in forming the E channel. The
crystal structures of the T. thermophilus Complex I includes no water molecules. Previous MD
studies showed that the central cluster region undergoes a large increase in hydration which
depends on the residue ionization state [37] which helps proton uptake from the N-side into what
is denoted cluster 4 here [116]. The residues in cluster 4 are highly conserved (Appendix A Table
S6).
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Cluster 5 has only eight residues, which are highly conserved. These include 10(Tyr59)
and 11(Glu32) which have been previously suggested to play a role in the proton transfer pathway
(Table 3. 1 and Figure 3. 2b)[40,91]. The cluster has a high proportion of direct sidechain
connections and hence is not significantly changed when the hydrogen bond analysis does not
consider bridging waters, which makes it more visible for a direct inspection of the structure
(Figure Appendix A S2). However, it is never connected to any other clusters in any of our
standard MCCE analysis of MD snapshots.
The network analysis finds cluster 6 on the P-side made up of 32 residues, including eight
highly conserved surface residues (Tables 3. 1 and Appendix A Table S6). Only cluster 6 has
residues exposed to the P-side of the protein, so it must connect to one or the other of the internal
clusters (4 or 5) to allow for proton release. Despite cluster 6 being internally highly connected,
we find no connection between cluster 6 and 4 or 5 in the snapshots derived from the MQ
containing trajectory. Thus, a region that can provide a clear gate to stop proton transfer is at this
junction. We will return to the completion of the network following the comparison of the MQ,
MQH2 and apo trajectories.
3.3.1.1 Proton entry pathway
The N-side proton entry pathway is not yet well established [33]. From the networks drawn
in Figure 3. 2b, clusters 2 and 3 have residues exposed to the N-side of the protein. The surface
residues 4(Glu51), 4(Glu216) and Arg307 (Table 3. 1) are in cluster 2, while 4(Thr27), 4(His58),
4(Tyr61), 7(Ser46), 7(Asn48), 7(Asp49), 7(Glu53) are in cluster 3. The surface residues are
connected to the internal residues in the clusters via water molecules. Analysis of single snapshots
shows that cluster 2 is the more likely proton entry than cluster 3 as its connection to the protein
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interior (cluster 4) are found more often (Table Appendix A S2). Thus, subunits Nqo4 and Nqo8
contribute to N-side entry paths with possible contributions from subunit Nqo7 in cluster 3.
3.3.1.2 Proton exit pathway
We see one large cluster of highly hydrogen bonded residues near the P-side of the protein.
The surface residues 7(Gln5), Trp3, Tyr10, Lys190, 10(Ser2), 10(Asp118), 10(Gln125),
10(Lys120) are members of cluster 6 (Table 3. 1). Out of these eight surface residues, four are
from subunit Nqo10. Thus, subunits Nqo8 and Nqo10 form the path for the proton exit.

3.3.2 Comparison with MQH2 and quinone removed structures
The opening and closing of the pathway to the N- and P-side should be coupled to the redox
reactions. Here this may be revealed by comparing the networks in trajectories with different
quinone site occupancy and redox state. The MD simulations [51] revealed a difference in
hydrogen partners for the Q carbonyls and QH2 hydroxyls. The hydration and number of hydrogen
bonds in the transmembrane domains was also sensitive to the presence or absence of the quinone.
Here we trace the effects of the changes in the hydration on the structure of the E-channel.
Comparison of the hydrogen bond network obtained from MCCE analysis of trajectories with
MQH2 bound (Figure 3. 2c) show similarities, but also significant differences from what it seen in
the trajectory with oxidized MQ (Figure 3. 2a). The MQH2 hydroxyls most often make hydrogen
bonds to D139, E36 and Q226, with cluster 1 (Appendix A Table S2) [51]. These changes reach
into the protein, far from the quinone binding site. All clusters are significantly less interconnected.
Cluster 3 becomes isolated as its rare connections with clusters 2 and 4 are lost. There is no
connection between the N-side cluster 1 and the central cluster 4, as Ser161 has become
disconnected from the network (Figure 3. 2c). This is far different from the rich web of connections
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found with the quinone present. The break between Cluster 4 and 6 has widened. Interestingly,
7(Thr10) moves from being connected to cluster 4 with MQ present to being connected to cluster
6 while Tyr124 has lost its hydrogen bond connection to either cluster.
The MCCE network analysis of snapshots from the trajectory run with the apo Complex I
shows that cluster 3 remains disconnected, but the connections between N-side clusters 1 and 2
and central cluster 4 are being rebuilt (Figure 3. 2d). What is most notable is the strong increase in
connections in the P-side Cluster 6 and the strong connection of Tyr124 and 7(Thr10) within this
cluster. These two residues do not bridge the gap between Clusters 4 and 6 in any trajectory, but
jump to different sides of the cluster break under different conditions.

Figure 3. 3 Representative snapshot from the trajectory with menaquinone bound showing hydrophobic
(yellow) and water surface: (purple: waters in central cluster 4, blue: waters in P-side cluster 6); (a) Water
and hydrophobic surface; (b) Water surface around 7(T10) and Y124, the two residues that almost bridge
the central and the P-side clusters.

3.3.3 Overview of the pathway
Our analysis shows the E-pathway to be extended and complex. This complexity has
resulted differences in ideas for the location of the path. Recent analysis of the E-channel pathway
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implicated Nqo8 in proton transfer [33,37] but there was no consensus on the role of Nqo10 and
Nqo11 [22,40,44] (Appendix A Figure S9). Here we see Nqo8 forms the spine of the proposed
E-channel and residues from this subunit are found in every cluster (Table 3. 1). Nqo4 is involved
on the N-side of the protein, Nqo7 and then Nqo10 join the pathway in the middle, while Nqo11
contributes to the cluster on the P-side. The network analysis identifies residues that have been
previously implicated in the E-channel and these are given explicit residue labels in Figure 3. 2a
[22,33,37,40,44,45,91,115,116]. However, the network model does not propose a strictly linear
path, but rather it identifies a larger group of residues that form clusters where protons can move
freely. Hydrophobic regions with low hydration break connections between cluster the internal
clusters 4 and 5 and isolate the P-side cluster 6, as has been reported previously [37,45].

3.3.4 Adding hydration to complete the connections to the P-side
The main goal is to find the complete pathway from N-side to P-side of E-channel. The
default analysis shows clear connections between the N-side (clusters 1, 2, 3) and the center of the
protein (cluster 4) in the MQ containing trajectory. These connections are broken in the snapshots
from the trajectory containing MQH2 and rebuilt in the apo- Complex I trajectory. However, no
connections to cluster 5 are ever seen, while those between 4 and 6 involve Tyr124 and 7(Thr10)
changing their cluster identity in different states. The region between clusters 4 and 5 or 6 are
surrounded by hydrophobic residues (Figure 3. 3). There are many small cavities, which are dry
(Appendix A Figure S5). Additional calculations were carried out to test the initial conclusions. In
particular the goal is to see if water addition can bridge the center of the protein to the P-side.
Seven additional snapshots were analyzed for each quinone state and no connections were seen
among clusters 4, 5 and 6. In the standard calculations the oxygen positions for waters subjected
to GCMC are obtained from the MD snapshot. Additional water positions were added around these
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clusters using IPECE, which identifies cavities with a radius ≥1.4Å (Appendix A Figure S10) [82].
These bridge rare connections between residue 7(Asp72) in cluster 4 to residues 10(Tyr59) and
11(Glu32) in cluster 5 in snapshots from the MQ trajectory but none in the MQH2 or apo structures
(Figure 4a and Appendix A Figure S7). However, despite finding rare connections between cluster
4 and 5, no exit from cluster 5 (via cluster 6 or alternative path) are ever found. The addition of
IPECE [82] waters to MC sampling does not change the apparent role of Tyr124 and 7(Thr10) in
connecting cluster 4 to 6.
The water content of the trajectory is key to the connections between the clusters.
Appendix A Figure S1 shows the distribution of water counts in each trajectory, and the hydration
of analyzed snapshots. Eleven snapshots of an additional trajectory with MQ bound, starting from
the same initial conditions, but which became more hydrated was analyzed. The comparison of
two trajectories allows us to access the robustness of our conclusions. The connections amongst
the N-side clusters are found to be quite similar to that found in the initial MQ containing
trajectory, with interconnections amongst clusters 1, 2, 3 and 4. A few residues shift into or out
of the clusters, but in well-connected clusters individual nodes are rarely essential unless they
provide a unique connection to another cluster. Cluster 5 remains firmly isolated. However, with
the added waters the connection between clusters 4 and 6 via Tyr124 and 7(Thr10) is now made
and 7(Tyr7) in cluster 6 forms an additional connection to Glu130 (Figure 3. 4b).

3.3.4.1 Identification of the path to the P-side
The connections between the central cluster 4 and P-side, cluster 6 are the most difficult to
find. This area between the two clusters is quite hydrophobic (Figure 3. 3). However, some
connections are seen in the better hydrated trajectory. One is from Glu130 (cluster 4) to 7(Tyr7)
(cluster 6). The Glu130 is not highly conserved, being found in only 2% of the sequences
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(Appendix A Table S6) [111], but the alternatives are Ser or Gly, which may support proton
transfers.
Another possible path from cluster 4 to 6 is via Tyr124 and 7(Thr10). These were of interest
as they are unusual in being associated with different clusters in the snapshots derived from the
MQ and MQH2 trajectories, providing a sense that they could bridge the two clusters. One concern
is that neither residues is well conserved (Appendix A Table S6) [111]. 7(Thr10) is only found in
3% of sequences and more likely to be an Ile or Val. Tyr124 is found 41% of the sequences and
is often a Phe (Appendix A Table S6). A covariance analysis was carried out to see if we could
identify polar residues that might be found to replace these two residues. No clear candidates were
found. Thus, while much of the results provided here for the clusters and their connections involve
conserved residues, the connection between 4 and 6 may be unique to a sub-set of Complex 1
proteins. In addition, 7(Tyr7) and Tyr124 are within 5Å of each other, indicating that this region
of the protein can support several paths between the central and P-exit clusters in this region, which
change as water transiently enters hydrophobic channels.
Alternatively, we must acknowledge that the MD trajectories are carried out in a single set
of residue protonation states for a limited amount of time. Proton pumps require that pathways are
never complete at any given time. Connections must be made a broken in synchrony with the redox
reactions in the peripheral region. The regions between 4, 5 and 6 are quite hydrophobic and may
require a specific set of triggers to allow connections, which we may not have found.
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Figure 3. 4. Hydrogen bond network for trajectory with additional levels of hydration. The node color and
position are the same as found in Figure 3. 2. Here we focus for the connection around cluster 4, cluster 5
and cluster 6 (a) Waters added for GCMC using IPECE [82] in MQ trajectory. (b) Analysis of snapshots
from second MQ containing trajectory (c) Analysis of snapshots from wet apo-Complex I trajectory. An
enlarged version of these networks is found in Figure Appendix A S7.

3.3.5 Comparison of the pathway presented here with previous E-channel
pathways.
The hydrogen bond network analysis does not find a unique pathway for proton transfer.
It rather sees clusters of interconnected residues that can hold a proton and residues that bridge the
gaps between clusters. The direction of proton transfer through the protein and key residues can
be compared with earlier studies of the E-pathway in Complex I to see where multiple studies are
converging to one answer and where there is still a diversity of views (Appendix A Figure S9).
Inspection of the crystal structure of T. thermophilus complex I predicted a pathway from the Nside to the center of the protein mostly involving subunit Nqo8 [33], which was supported by
QM/MM-MD calculations [37]. However, these studies did not identify the P-side exit. Other
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pathways were defined from crystal structure of E. coli [19] and Y. lipolytica involve Nqo10 and
Nqo11, which were supported by MD simulations on the E. coli [44]. and T. thermophilus [45]
protein. The N-side portion of the pathway found here generally agrees with those found in earlier
studies, running through Nqo8 up to central cluster 4 [33,37]. However, there is the greatest
diversity in the proposed P-side exit pathways. One notable difference between the work present
here and the previous studies is the role of cluster 5, with the key residues 11(E32) and 10(Y59).
In simulations based on any MD snapshot cluster 5 is isolated. We see only rare connections
between 7(D72) in cluster 4 and 11(E32) and 10(Y59) in cluster 5 with addition of waters using
IPECE [82] and cluster 5 is never connected to the P-side surface.

3.3.6 Proposed pumping cycle
Proton transfer pathways in proton pumps need to have connections, but also gates where
connections can be broken. Thus, the network found with MQ bound is well connected on the Nside and appears to be primed for proton uptake. When the quinone is reduced the clusters that
connect the E-channel to the N-side become disorganized and disconnected. This will block back
flow of the proton. In the structure without quinone the P-side is now highly internally connected
and also has many surface connections, which could allow proton release. The network analysis
would thus support a model where protons are bound in the MQ state and released in the apoComplex I. The pumping in a semiquinone containing Complex I remains a topic for further study.

3.4 Conclusions
Proton pumping requires connections and gates. The network analysis considers that
protons transfer easily within a cluster, finding the sites with the highest proton affinity. Here we
identify 6 internally connected clusters. This is similar to what is seen in CcO which has a wellstudied Proton Loading Site PLS where protons are held during the reaction cycle [4,68]. Thus,
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the proton may be move between several sites in a cluster with facile transfer amongst them
shifting as the local proton affinity changes. The clusters are connected by a small number of less
connected, bridging residues.
Proton pumping also relies on the connections between clusters being broken to block
proton transfer from P- to N-side. We see that the N-side clusters become disconnected in the apo
structure when the P-side cluster become better connected. Thus, the system can release protons
to the P-side more easily in the apo state. In complex I, the connection between the center of the
protein and the P-side is blocked by a layer of hydrophobic residues. More transient connections
are seen only in better hydrated trajectory, but this occurs via poorly conserved residues. Thus,
this path is used by a sub-set of Complex I proteins.
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CHAPTER 4
Characterizing Protein Protonation Microstates Using Monte Carlo
Sampling
4.1 Introduction
Protons are important players in many biochemical processes. They are lost as chemical
bonds are made and many redox reactions are coupled to proton binding. The transmembrane
electrochemical gradient, including a ∆pH, provides an essential store of cellular energy. Protons
are therefore routinely transferred in and out of protein active sites and across membrane embedded
proteins, requiring changes in protonation states along proton transfer pathways as well as at active
sites. Drug binding has been shown to modify the protonation states of the protein as well as the
drug itself [63–65]. Ion binding can be coupled to changes in residue protonation states [66,67].
It has been underappreciated that proteins exist in a distribution of protonation states. An average
protein has approximately 25% acidic and basic residues [62]. Given that a protonation microstate
identifies the protonation state of all acidic and basic groups in the molecule, for N titratable groups
there are 2N protonation microstates. Tautomers are microstate with the same net charge but with
the protons shifting position. There are
D!

(4.1)

.!(,0.)!

tautomers with m protons distributed over N binding sites.
It is well established that proteins exist in an ensemble of conformational states. Proteins
are large dynamic molecules. With N atoms there are 3N-6 vibrations ranging from high-frequency
vibrations of individual bonds to larger, slower breathing modes of the protein as a
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whole. Positional changes can be required for function, and they are also inevitable given the low
barriers for many motions. Conformational changes modify hydrogen bond patterns, expose buried
side chains to the solution, and stabilize bound ligands.
In contrast to our understanding of conformational sub-states, there has been little
consideration of proteins existing in multiple protonation states. However, even if the structure is
fixed there will be a distributions of protonation microstates when residue pKas are near the pH.
The ensemble of protein conformations broadens the distribution of protonation microstates since
the residue proton affinity shifts as they sample different environments. Protonation states also
change when ligands are bound [64,65] or when redox reactions occur at bound cofactors
[117,118]. Proton pumps move protons through membrane embedded proteins as changes in
protein conformation and redox states modify residue proton affinity [4,30,93,119,120]. As with
the protein conformational states, some protonation microstates are essential for protein function
while others simply result from multiple microstates being close in energy.
Comparison of microstates in MD and MC. The ensembles of states generated in any
simulation method is limited by the degrees of freedom and the methods of moving between states.
In commonly used Molecular Dynamics (MD) trajectories, atoms and molecules move in time
steps, propelled by classical molecular mechanics forces. In standard MD simulations, molecules
remain in a single chemical state so their protonation state is fixed at the beginning. Each time step
represents a microstate of the system. In Monte Carlo (MC) sampling discrete states are generated
based on the chosen degrees of freedom and then retained or rejected based on their energy. States
sampled by MC can differ by changing atomic positions, number of atoms or chemical state
including protonation or redox state. A MC microstate thus identifies one choice for all degrees of
freedom.
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MD trajectories yield large data sets with the molecule moving between many
conformations. The challenge is to extract the biological significance of the data. A fraction of
conformational microstates (frames), of the order of one in a thousand, are saved for analysis.
Clustering algorithms group frames to cover the range of diverse conformations based on the
similarity score of investigator chosen features. Well defined clustering approaches include
hierarchical clustering (linkage based) [121,122], center-based (K-means, K-centers) clustering
[121,123].
We will describe here analysis of protonation microstates obtained with the MCCE
program. It uses MC sampling to generate an ensemble of residue and ligand protonation,
conformation and redox states [81]. This is one of a group of programs that calculate the average
protonation states for a protein using Grand Canonical Monte Carlo sampling. They find the
probability of each residue being protonated at a given proton chemical potential (pH). Methods
include those using semiempirical force fields [124,125] or Continuum Electrostatics [100,126].
They can have fixed protein positions [100,127], include sampling side chain positions with a rigid
backbone as in MCCE. Available software packages for pKa prediction include MCCE[81],
PROPKA[128], DelPhiPka[129],

H++[130], PypKa[131]. The calculation of protonation

probability is embedded in MD simulations in cpHMD, allowing simultaneous sampling of
protonation and conformational detrees of freedom [102,103,132–134]. cpHMD usually uses a
classical electrostatic force field with a vacuum dielectric constant, but can also use a polarizable
force field to obtain a better treatment of the protein dielectric response [135].
Monte Carlo sampling requires consideration of millions of randomly chosen microstates.
Traditional calculation of protonation using MC compresses the output to provide only the average
probability for the protonation state of each residue at a given pH. A titration is simulated by
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carrying out the calculation at multiple pHs to derive a pKas for all residues. If other degrees of
freedom, such as ligand binding or residue conformation are allowed, their probabilities are also
found. However, the full microstate distribution contains additional information such as the range
of protein net charge and the correlation between protonation of individual sites and with any other
available degrees of freedom. Microstate analysis can find the probability of higher energy states
that may be reaction intermediates. The protonation microstates can also provide a complete
assignment of protonation states for all residues and tautomer states for all His as input for MD.
The microstates with the lowest energy or highest probability can be compared.
Here we will describe using Grand Canonical Monte Carlo (GGMC) within MCCE to
characterize the distribution of protonation microstates and their thermodynamic properties using
hen white lysozyme, Rb. sphaeroides photosynthetic reaction centers (RCs) and E-channel of
Complex I as examples. Lysozyme has been used as a test case for pKa predications and the
protonation probability as a function of pH has been measured [71–74]. RCs have a complex
network of protonatable residues that function to modulate the electrochemistry of quinone
reduction and to serve as a proton transfer pathway to the quinone [136,137]. E-channel of
Complex I has large number of protonatable residues coupled each other forming complex proton
pathway [31,33,44] .This larger system will show the complexity of protonation microstates in a
system that requires proton transfer for function. The microstate energy distribution, the
distribution of microstates with unique charges, the thermodynamics of an individual protonation
reaction and the correlation of the protonation of individual residues will be described.

4.2 Methods
The Boltzmann distribution of protonation states and side chain polar proton positions are
found for hen egg-white Lysozyme (PDB ID: 4lZT[84]), the reaction centers (RCs) from the purple
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non-sulfur photosynthetic bacteria Rb. Sphaeroides (PDB ID: 1AIG[85] ) and Complex I
molecular dynamics snapshots from oxidized and no menaquinone-8 (MQ) trajectories using the
MCCE program [81].
Conformer generation determines the degrees of freedom. In MCCE the protein backbone
is always fixed. Residue side chains and ligands can be given multiple choices that define their
protonation and conformational state. Each choice is a ‘conformer’. While MCCE can carry out
full side chain rotamer sampling, ‘isosteric’ conformers are used here for simplicity [86]. Key
results are shown to be replicated with the more expensive full rotamer search. MCCE can also
include explicit waters with multiple positions [70]. However as is customary, all water molecules
in the crystal structure in lysozyme and MD water in Complex I are deleted and replaced by
implicit solvent and while 28 crystallographic waters are retaining in the RCs as explicit water
molecules play important role for proton transfer pathway in RCs [69,138]. Only subunits Nqo4,
Nqo7, Nqo8, Nqo10, and Nqo11 are used for Complex I in MCCE simulation. All protonatable
residues (Glu, Asp, Arg, Lys, His, Tyr and Cys and N- and C-termini) have both charged and
neutral conformers available. Side chain conformers are made that differ in the position of polar
side chain protons. This includes conformers with different neutral His tautomers, Asn and Gln
amide termini orientation and the position of hydroxyl protons on Tyr, Ser, Thr and Cys and proton
positions on neutral Asp and Glu. The ubiquinone in RCs can be oxidized, Q, or anionic
semiquinone, Q•-. In the isosteric calculation each residue has from one to ten conformers that are
selected in MC sampling. With rotamer search each residue has from one to one hundred and
eighteen conformers available
MCCE force field. A microstate of the protein is one selected conformer for each residue. The
energy of each microstate is divided into a reference energy, and self and pairwise terms [81]. The
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energy of any microstate is obtained from the pre-calculated energy lookup table. The energy
(∆Hx) of microstate x is:
∆𝐻 F = ∑N
@OP 𝛿F,@ {[2.3𝑚@ 𝑘R 𝑇T𝑝𝐻 − 𝑝𝐾WXY,@ Z + 𝑛@ 𝐹(𝐸_ − 𝐸. WXY,@ )]
ef
(d
+ T ∆∆𝐺aFb,@ + ∆∆𝐺RcRb,@
+ ∆∆𝐺RcRb,@
+ ∆∆𝐺gXaW@Xb,@ + ∆∆𝐺hih,@ Z
ef
N
(d
+ ∑jO@kP 𝛿F,j [ ∆𝐺@j + ∆𝐺@j ]}

(4.2)

The first line describes the energy for each residue type to be in its protonated or
unprotonated form or to be oxidized or reduced in solution. Lines two and three will describe how
the protein shifts the proton and electron affinity of the conformer. M is the total number of
conformers. δx,i is 1 if conformer i is present in microstate x or 0 otherwise. mi is 1 for basic
protonated, -1 for acidic deprotonated and 0 for all neutral conformers. pKsol,i is the reference pKa
of this residue type in solution, Em is the reference electrochemical midpoint potential of this redox
active group. F is the Faraday constant, ni is the change in the number of electrons on a conformer
type that is taking part in a redox titration. pH and Eh are the relevant solution parameters
describing the chemical potential of protons or electrons that will come to equilibrium with the
protein.
The second line of equation 4.2 describes the self-energies of the conformer that form the
microstates. These energies are independent of the conformer choice for other residues. These are:
the loss of conformer solvation energy as it is moved from solution to its position in the protein,
torsion energy, continuum electrostatic (CE) and Lennard Jones (LJ) van der Waals interactions
with the fixed backbone amides and favorable, van der Waals interactions of the exposed side
chain surface with the implicit solvent [81,139]. The third line gives the continuum electrostatic
and Lennard Jones pairwise interactions between each pair of conformers in other residues. The
benchmarks that support the MCCE force field were described previously [81]. All energies are
calculated prior to MC sampling. Electrostatic energies are calculated using the Poisson-
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Boltzmann solver in Delphi [126,140,141] using Parse charges [142], a dielectric constant of 4 for
protein and 80 for solvent with an implicit salt concentration of 150 mM. MCCE corrects the
continuum electrostatic energies for the changes in the dielectric boundary due to changes in
surface rotamers [81]. Non-electrostatic energies use the Amber force field [143].
Monte Carlos sampling. In MCCE microstates change by random choices, first of a residue then
of a conformer available for that residue. If the chosen residue contains conformers which interact
with an absolute value >0.5 kcal/mol with conformers of another residue, additional conformer
changes for that other residue will be made 50% of the time. Here conformers in several residues
switch, followed by a single decision using the Metropolis–Hastings algorithm to accept or reject
the change. Allowing one to three residues to change helps avoid electrostatic or van der Waals
clashes between strongly coupled groups and speeds convergence [144,145].
The Monte Carlo sampling routine starts with a random microstate with one conformer
assigned to each residue. The program then goes through annealing, conformer reduction, and MC
sampling. Annealing stepwise lowers the temperature in the Metropolis-Hastings acceptance
criteria. MC sampling is then carried out at room temperature. By default, equilibration samples
3000 MC steps/conformer for lysozyme and 300 for RCs. Prior to the production phase,
conformers that are rarely chosen are removed from the list of sampled conformers. The default
cut-off used here, is that a conformer with a probability less than 0.001 is discarded. This speeds
convergence and results in acceptance of MC steps of ≈30%. It should be noted that the early
elimination of conformers creates problems in highly correlated systems so it can be modified as
needed [70]. The discarded conformers are excluded from all later sampling. Thus, if the
probability of a single conformer for a residue is unity then that is a fixed residue, which is removed
from the sampling list. “Free residues” have a choice of conformers. A residue whose protonation
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state becomes fixed by all conformers of one protonation type being discarded may still sample
conformers with different positions so it remains on the free residue list.
The energy is calculated once using equation 4.2 for the first random microstate, summing
the energy of all chosen conformers. In each subsequent step the interactions with the conformer
chosen for change is subtracted from the previous microstate energy and the energy of the new
conformer for that residue is added back, speeding the energy calculation in each MC step. The
default number of Monte Carlo steps for the production phase, when microstates will be recorded,
is 2000 times the number of free conformers. Six independent Monte Carlo cycles of this length
starting with a random microstate formed from free conformers are carried out. The six runs are
combined, but they can be compared to check the quality of Monte Carlo convergence.
Storage of Monte-Carlo sampling steps. A major challenge is to record the several million
accepted microstates in a readable form. The MCCE algorithm has several features that make this
easier. One is that residue conformers are premade and discrete so that we can use the conformer
indices as a unique identifier for each microstate. Also, only a few residues are changed on each
step so that we need only record the conformers that have changed when a microstate is accepted.
Also, no dynamic information needs to be recorded for fixed residues as their conformer never
changes.
The microstate file starts with making a list of conformer IDs that are removed from
sampling because they had low probability during pre-production MC sampling and the list of
conformers that will be sampled. Likewise, a list of the fixed residues with only one available
conformer is separated from the list of free residues which have multiple available conformers.
The conformers for the fixed residues are saved at the start. The first line of each MC run gives
the initial microstate, listing the occupied conformer ID for all free residues. Subsequent lines
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record only the conformer IDs that have changed in this step, the microstate energy (kcal/mol) and
the microstate count, which is the number of microstates that are rejected before the next, new
microstate is accepted. Links to Jupiter notebooks with tools and tutorials for microstate analysis
are found in Appendix B Link S1.
Generating the protonation microstate ensemble. The microstate file is a ticker-tape that must
be replayed to find the subsequent microstates. The information can be sorted on many properties.
Here we will describe how protonation microstates are identified. Many conformational
microstates are aggregated for each unique protonation microstate.
First, the charge of fixed residues that have only a single conformer available in MC is
determined. This charge is summed and treated as the background charge which will be added to
find the total protein charge in each microstate. Then the ticker-tape is read to place all microstates
of free residues into memory. The microstate file gives the conformer ID of each free residue. A
microstate is constructed with only the charge of this conformer. This is a vector of the length of
all free residues with an entry of -1, 0 or 1 (though groups with other charge states are allowed).
Then we determine which charge microstates are unique. The length of the unique microstate
vectors is reduced to contain only residues of interest, here acidic and basic residues and the
ubiquinone. At each stage the MC count is retained and is summed when multiple microstates are
grouped into one category.
Correlation between microstates. Correlation measures the strength of the relationship between
two variables with the sign giving the direction of the trend. The weighted Pearson Correlation
(rpq)[87], used here to find residues whose protonation changes are coupled together, is given by:
𝑟34 =

∑:
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(4.3)

Here 𝑤@ is the weight, pi and qi are the protonation states for two residues in a microstate i,
𝑝̅ and 𝑞9 are the mean value of pi and qi respectively and n is the number of unique accepted charge
microstates. The unique charge file is the input. Only those residues whose protonation states take
different values in the ensemble are included. The weight of each microstate is the count of
accepted microstates that have this unique protonation state. rpq is calculated for all pairs of
residues with variable charge.

4.3 Results and Discussion
Traditionally MCCE analysis provides the Boltzmann averaged protonation and side chain
and ligand position for a protein [86] or other macromolecules [146,147]. The goal is to now
characterize the distribution of protonation microstates in the Boltzmann distribution. In MCCE a
microstate defines both residue and ligand charge and position. Protonation microstates, which
define the charge of every acidic and basic residue, will exist in many conformational states. The
charge state identifies the net, total charge in the microstate. Tautomers are groups of protonation
microstates that have the same charge but with the protons distributed over different residues.
Microstate Energy distribution for lysozyme. Lysozyme is a small protein with 129 residues
that is a benchmark protein for pKa calculations [81]. The seven Asp, two Glu, one His, six Lys
and N- and C-termini are assigned ionized and neutral conformers. The isosteric conformer routine
without explicit waters in MCCE created 284 conformers. Approximately 1 to 1.5 million
microstates are sampled. Considering both protonation and conformation degrees of freedom 94%
of the accepted microstates in Monte Carlo sampling are unique, meaning they are not revisiting a
previously accepted microstate.
Figure 4. 1 shows the distribution of microstate energies in the Boltzmann distribution.
Even for this small protein, there is a significant energy range. The full width at half maximum
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(FWHM) of the skewed normal distribution is 3.61 kcal/mol. There are a small number of
microstates at lowest energy, which are well separated from those at highest probability. The shape
of the probability distribution is similar at all pHs and for small proteins such as lysozyme and
large proteins such as RCs (Appendix B Figure S1).

Figure 4. 1 Microstate Energy distribution for lysozyme (PDB ID: 4LZT) at pH 7. The density is the
probability density and each bin shows the number of times microstates in that energy window are accepted
divided by the total number of accepted microstate and the bin width. Thus, the area under the histogram
integrates to 1. Black line is best fit to a skewed normal distribution curve with skew of 2.86.

In the lysozyme calculation, at pH 4 there are >500,000 unique accepted
conformation/protonation microstates and >200,000 at pH 7. Near the residue pKa both protonated
and deprotonated conformers are in the accepted ensemble. Thus, the number of unique accepted
microstates reflects the number of residues that are titrating (Table 4. 1). In lysozyme most
residues have pKas close to their solution values. Thus, at low pH the acids are titrating. At pH 4
ten residues have significant probability of being either charged or neutral leading to 222 unique
protonation microstates. Near pH 7 most Asp and Glu and the C-terminus are stably deprotonated
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and Lys and Arg protonated. Here, the protonation microstates reflect the mixture of His and Nterminus protonation states (Appendix B Table S1). At pH 7 only six residues are in a distribution
of protonation states and there are only 24 different protonation microstates in the accepted
ensemble (Table 4.1).
Number: All microstates

Number: Protonation microstates
Lowest
energy*

Average
energy*

Highest
energy*

Number:
Residues
Change
protonation

222

Lysozyme
4

89

6

10

484,152
(94.59%)

147

2

28

2

11

1,200,000

430,904
(94.28%)

38

2

15

7

7

7

1,200,000

447,522
(94.72 %)

24

4

16

4

6

State
QB

8,700,000

60, 381

RCs (pH 7)
3

24,254

1

53

50:50

8,294,680

70,713

4

27,775

6

51

QB•-

8,700,000

2,735,799
(99.19%)
2,765,120
(99.19 %)
2,720,450
(99.21%)

54,448

5

22,202

3

48

MC steps

Unique
accepted (%)

Unique

pH
4

1,500,000

527,014
(95.4%)

5

1,500,000

6

Table 4.1 Characterization of accepted microstates obtained with Metropolis-Hastings sampling. The MC
steps are the aggregate of 2,000 times the number of free conformers times six restarts. Unique microstates
have different protonation and or conformation. Protonation microstates differ in location of protons on
acidic and basic groups. *Number of unique protonation states within 1.36 kcal/mol of the lowest or highest
energy or of ±0.68 kcal/mol of the average energy. There are 27 protonatable residues (Asp, Glu, Arg, His
and Lys) and chain termini in lysozyme and 132 in RCs. The number of residues that change protonation
have different charge states in the microstate ensemble. MC sampling for RCs is carried out with the
ubiquinone in the QB site being the neutral quinone, QB, the anionic semiquinone QB•- or with the Eh at the
Em for the quinone so there is a 50:50 mixture of the two states.
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Figure 4. 2 Unique tautomer charge distribution for lysozyme at pH (A) 5 and (B) 7. Each point in the
scatter plot is a unique protonation microstate. The count gives its acceptance in MC sampling, with high
count indicating higher probability. Color and size of points correspond to the range of microstate energies
associated with all microstates found for that protonation microstate. Histogram at the top shows the total
number of unique protonation microstates with a given charge. Thus, it counts the number of tautomers at
each charge.

The distribution of charge and tautomer states. Figure 4. 2 shows the distribution of the unique
accepted protonation microstates. This mirrors the distribution of charge states that can be found
experimentally. However, experimental measurements of protein net charge combine the charge
of the protein and of bound ions [148–150]. There are 147 unique protonation states accepted by
MC sampling for lysozyme at pH 5 and 24 at pH 7. The ensemble average charge is 9.68 at pH 5
and 7.78 at pH 7 (Appendix B Figure S2). At pH 5 proteins with charge ranging from 7 to 13 are
found, though those with charge 9 or 10 are most probable, having the highest count. Each vertical
line of dots is a group of tautomeric states, with the same charge but different proton distributions.
In MCCE every unique charge microstate exists in a many tautomer and conformational
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microstates covering a wide energy range (Appendix B Figure S3). Larger and more yellow dots
in Figure 4. 2 have more underlying conformational states with this distribution of protons.
Even a system as small as lysozyme can have a significant number of unique protonation
microstates. However, only a small number are found with significant probability in the Boltzmann
ensemble. Thus, there are 218 possible protonation states, but at pH 7 only 6 residues have different
protonation states in the microstate ensemble. However, of the 26 (64) possible states only 24 are
ever in an accepted microstate. Figure 4. 2 shows there are two microstates at either pH 5 or 7 that
have several folds more occupancy in MC sampling than any others. Appendix B Table S1 lists
all 24 accepted protonation microstates for lysozyme at pH 7 as an example. Only three microstates
have a probability greater than 10% and they sum to 90% of the ensemble. At pH 5, 7 states sum
to a probability of 90%.
Thermodynamic parameters for protonation reactions from analysis of the microstate
ensemble. The changes in the free energy of a reaction determines the proportion of reactants and
products at the system at equilibrium (Keq). The changes in enthalpy and entropy give insight into
the nature of what changes in the reaction. Measurements of the equilibrium constant, Keq, ∆H and
∆S are common, and there are methods to calculate these parameters from MD trajectories [151–
153]. However, calculating ∆G, ∆H and especially ∆S for complex biological molecules often
leads to large uncertainty as it can be hard to sample enough states [154–158]. Here we analyze
the accepted microstates in MCCE to determine the thermodynamic properties of the coupled
protonation reactions of Glu35 and Asp52 in lysozyme (Figure 4. 3).
To determine the thermodynamic variables, the MC microstates are divided into four
groups, each with a different protonation state for the two residues. ΔH is the difference in average
energy reactant and product microstates, given by
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∆H = ∑o po Eo − ∑q pq Eq

(4.4)

p counts all product microstates, pp is the normalized probability and Ep the energy of
each, while r counts all reactant microstates, each with probability pr and energy Er. The change
in free energy is

tuvwxyz{|}~•

∆G = −RT ln tuvwx
Therefore, entropy is:

z€•~••‚•

T∆S = ∆H - ∆G

(4.5)

(4.6)

Additional MC sampling reduces the standard deviation for the calculation of ∆S. Here the
number of MC steps for annealing and for the production phase are increased 10-fold, with 20,000
steps/conformer carried out with the sampling of the free conformers restarted with a new
randomly chosen microstate six times.
Figure 4. 3 shows the results for one MCCE calculation at pH 4 where the system is in a
mixture of the four protonation microstates. The results for the reaction starting from both acids
neutral to both ionized was calculated for 10 independent MC calculations gives values of ∆G of
0.95±0.16 kcal/mol with a ∆H of -0.35±0.02 and -T∆S of 1.30±0.02 kcal/mol. It should be noted
that this calculation is carried out with a rigid backbone and with limited side chain flexibility so
does not include all changes that will occur in the protein. However, within the constraints of the
limited degrees of freedom of the MCCE calculation thermodynamic variables can be derived from
the Boltzmann ensemble with reasonable precision.
Examination of the thermodynamic square shows that the state with Glu35 neutral and
Asp52 ionized is favored. This agrees with the ensemble average probability where Glu35 is 8%
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ionized and Asp52 is 78% ionized, which is in line with the experimental probabilities [72]. The
breakdown of ∆H and ∆S shows that ∆H plays the larger role, favoring this state.

(E35: 0, D52: 0)
-221.647
2,536,205

ΔG= -0.833
ΔH= -0.595
TΔS= 0.238

(E35: -1, D52: 0)
-221.052
621,916

ΔG= -0.853
ΔH= -1.823
TΔS= -0.970

ΔG= -1.686 ΔG= 0.925
ΔH= -2.418 ΔH= -0.335
TΔS= 0.732 TΔS= -1.260
ΔG= -0.092
ΔH= 0.930
TΔS= 1.022

(E35: 0, D52: -1)
-223.47
10,709,472

ΔG= 1.778
ΔH= 1.488
TΔS= -0.290

(E35: -1, D52: -1)
-221.982
532,407

Figure 4. 3 Thermodynamic box for titration of Glu35 and Asp52 in lysozyme at pH 4 at 298.15 K. The
full microstate ensemble is sorted into the four protonation states of these two residues and these groups
are independently characterized. Corner boxes: first row is charge of Glu35 and Asp52; second row is the
average microstate energy (H); third row is the count of microstates in this protonation state. The boxes
along the arrows give the ∆G, ∆H and T∆S for the transition between different protonation states. The top
right and bottom left states are tautomers. All energies are in kcal/mol.

Thermodynamic properties with change in temperature. The ∆S is traditionally measured from
the temperature dependence of a reaction. The same can be done here. The same energy look-up
tables are used, but the temperature of 270 K, 298.15 K, 320 K and 340 K is used for the
Metropolis-Hastings test for microstate acceptance. Ten independent MC calculations are carried
out at each temperature. All calculated ∆G, ∆H and ∆S for the system are provided in the Appendix
B Table S3B-D. The standard deviation of the thermodynamic variables is <0.2 kcal/mol, showing
the MCCE microstate ensemble can provide reproducible values even for the estimate of ∆S. The
same values are obtained from the Van’t Hoff plot of Keq vs 1/T [155]. The reaction is exothermic
so heat would be released on ionization of the two acids. The standard deviation of the ∆G or Keq
is larger at lower temperatures.
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Figure 4. 4 Temperature dependence of thermodynamic parameters. (A) Change in ∆𝐺 for the reaction
taking Glu35 and Asp52 with both neutral to both ionized with temperature. Line is the linear best fit and
each dot represent the ∆𝐺 value for an independent MC sampling run using the same input conformer
energies. The slope of the graph gives the -∆S of 0.0045 kcal/mol/° and intercept gives the ∆H of 0.387
kcal/mol, R2 is 0.979. (B) Van’t Hoff plot for the same dataset. The slope is ∆H/R and intercept ∆S/R
where R is the gas constant. ∆H is 0.377 kcal/mol and -∆S is 0.0045 kcal/mol.

Correlation analysis of protonation states of residues in RCs. A major advantage of having
access to the microstates it that the correlation between conformer choices can be found. Here we
will describe the correlation of residue protonation states in different microstates using the much
larger RCs as an example. It has 828 residues in the coordinate file. There are 132 ionizable
residues (Asp, Glu, Arg, Lys and His) and NTR, CTR, and two redox active quinones and other
cofactors. There are 1743 isosteric conformers for the protein, cofactors and retained water
molecules. More than 45 residues are found in a mixture of ionization states at pH 7 and there are
more than 50,000 unique protonation microstates to investigate (Table 4. 1).
RCs show the distinction between the lowest energy microstates and those with highest
probability. We determined the lowest energy example of each of the thirty most probable
protonation microstates (Appendix B Figure S4). These were compared with the ranking of the
microstates at lowest energy. While the high probability states are enriched with lower energy
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microstates they are not identical. In a thermodynamically equilibrated system states with higher
energy, but lower probability must have lower entropy. The lack of firm alignment of protonation
state energy and probability shows that the conformational degrees of freedom are creating more
opportunities to make some protonation microstates than others (Figure 4. 2 and Appendix B
Figure S4).
In this system the proton distribution is functionally important as a proton must be brought
into the QB site, 15Å from the surface, through a network of protonatable residues and waters
[29,159,160]. The Pearson weighted correlation coefficient is used to find the correlation between
the residues (equation 4.3). Residues whose charge state is the same in all microstates are removed
from the analysis, as these are not correlated with any other. The weighted correlation coefficient
is obtained by taking the unique charge microstates with its corresponding count for the ≈45
remaining residues. Only the residues that have an absolute value of the correlation of at least 0.1
with any other residue are included in the heatmap (Figure 4. 5). This procedure identifies 15-16
residues, all of which are near the QB site.

Figure 4. 5 Heat map of Pearson’s weighted correlation coefficient of residue ionization states in RCs at
pH 7. Only residues with an absolute value for the correlation ≥0.1 with at least one other residue are shown.
Each square in the heat map gives the correlation strength for the two residues obtained with equation 4.3.
Residue are identified as: chain (L, M or H), one letter residue name, then residue number. Ubiquinone is
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UQ. Dark blue, blue, sky blue, light gray, orange, red and dark red correspond to the correlation value of
range 0.5 to 1.0, 0.3 to 0.5, 0.1 to 0.3, -0.1 to 0.1, -0.3 to -0.1, -0.5 to -0.3 and -1.0 to -0.5 respectively. (a)
Neutral quinone (b) 50:50 mixture of two state (c) Anionic semiquinone QB•-. The quinone is not seen in
panel a or c as it is 100% in a single redox state.

The correlation analysis carried out for the RC protonation microstate distribution in three
quinone states: neutral quinone, ≈50:50 mixture of the two redox states and the anionic
semiquinone QB•-. A positive correlation indicates that the two groups are more likely to be ionized
together, while negative correlation shows that ionization of one reduces ionization of the other.
Thus, in the presence of neutral QB (Figure 4. 6) the ionization of the group of acidic residues,
GluH79, AspL210, GluL212 and AspL213 are negatively correlated with each other. Ionization
of AspM240 and HisH68 are positively correlated. In the presence of QB•- the heat map has two
fewer residues than it does in the presence of QB. GluL212, which is very close to the quinone, is
now always protonated.[117] As the quinone redox state is expected to modify the protonation
states in its vicinity, a heat map is prepared at an Eh where the quinone is ≈50% reduced in the
MCCE MC sampling. The protonation of residues that are correlated with the quinone redox state
can be seen. Thus, GluL212 and GluL213 are less ionized when the quinone is reduced, while
GluH173 and AspL210 are more ionized. Figure 4. 6 shows the position of the residues that are
interacting with each other.
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Figure 4. 6 Structure representation of residues that show correlations in the MC sampling with a 50:50
mixture of QB and QB•-. Only those residues whose absolute correlation coefficient is ≥0.1 are shown.
Residue named follow as: chain (L, M or H), one letter residue name, then residue number. Ubiquinone is
UQ. Blue and red two-sided arrows show the positive and negative correlation respectively. The color code
is same as Figure 4. 5. Wider arrows indicate higher correlation.

Correlation analysis of protonation states of residues in E-channel of Complex I. As the E
channel functions as a proton pump, the reduction of quinone must in some say trigger a series of
changes in proton affinity that lead to uptake of a proton from the N side and release to the P side.
The goal of the section is to use the microstate analysis to find the coupling of residues in the Echannel of Complex I. The E-channel region has a complex web of water molecules and polar and
protonatable residues [31,48]. The previous study using MD, MCCE, and network analysis found
the six clusters of complex highly hydrogen-bonded connected residues (Chapter 3). Here we carry
out covariant analysis of the protonation state of E-channel residues [1]. MCCE calculation starts
with the MD snapshots from the MD trajectories we used to define the E-channel connectivity
[1] with oxidized, and no menaquinone-8 (MQ) (apo) snapshots. Eleven snapshots from each
trajectory are analyzed. Here subunits Nqo4, Nqo7, Nqo8, Nqo10, and Nqo11 are used for MCCE
calculation however it is noted that MD is run for whole Complex I. There are 1109 amino acid
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residues in the MCCE calculation including 193 ionizable residues (Asp, Glu, Arg, Lys, and
His) and NTR, CTR termini. MCCE generates more than 2300 isosteric conformers for each
snapshot from different structures.
The analysis starts with collecting and merging all charged microstates of all protonatable
residues from the eleven snapshots for each trajectory. Only E-channel residues [1] information
are kept for final analysis. The total number of MC steps in final analysis is ≈ 92 million (apo) and
≈ 95 million (MQ). Of the 55 of protonatable residues (Asp, Glu, Arg, Lys, and His) in the E
channel, 37 residues are in a mixture of ionization states giving more than 26,000 unique
protonation microstates at pH7. The heatmap (Figure 4. 7) shows the residues that have an absolute
value of the weighted Pearson’s correlation (Equation 4. 3) of at least 0.1 with any other residue
are included in the heatmap. Here 14-17 residues in E-channel are identified as being correlated
with each other.

Figure 4. 7. Heat map of Pearson’s weighted correlation coefficient of E-channel residue ionization states
in Complex I at pH 7. Those residues with an absolute value for the correlation ≥0.1 with at least one other
residue are shown. Residue are defined as: chain (P, Q, R, S or E), one letter residue name, residue number,
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then cluster identification (cl1: cluster 1, cl2: cluster 2, co1_2: connection between cluster 1 and cluster 2,
cl3: cluster 3, cl4: cluster 4, co1_4: connection between cluster 1 and cluster 4, cl5: cluster 5, and cl6:
cluster 6) from E-channel paper [31] . Color and correlation value follow the same as Figure 4. 5. Total 11
snapshots from each trajectory are used for analysis. (a) Neutral quinone (MQ) bound. The quinone is not
seen as it is 100% in an oxidized state. (b) Apo (no quinone).

There are 17 and 14 residues in correlation heatmap whose absolute value for the correlation ≥0.1
with at least one other residue for quinone and apo correlation analysis. There are ten residues
from the cluster 1, 2 and 3 which are near to N-side in heatmap from MQ bound structures whereas
only seven show sufficient correlation to remain in the heat map when the microstates from the
apo-protein trajectory are used. AspE72, GluP74, GluQ130, GluE163, and HisQ251 in the central
cluster 4 are corelated with each other. These residues have been previously found to be important
in earlier computational and experimental studies [33,37,116]. If we restrict the analysis to residues
with an absolute value for the correlation ≥0.2 with at least one other residue, only eleven Echannel residues are this correlated in the structured from the trajectory with MQ bound (Figure
4.8) while only seven residues are this correlated in the apo-structures. Thus, more residues are
more strongly correlated each other with MQ bound than in the apo structure.
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Figure 4. 8 Structure representation of residues that show correlations in the MC sampling with a MQ
bound. Only residues with an absolute correlation coefficient of greater than 0.1 are shown and arrows are
given for those residues whose absolute correlation coefficient is ≥0.2. Residues side chains color as; cluster
1: yellow, cluster 2: gray, cluster 3: red, cluster 4: purple, cluster 5: green, cluster 6: blue. Residue named
follow as: chain (P, Q, R, S or E), one letter residue name, then residue number. The color code for arrow
is same as Figure 4. 5. Wider arrows indicate higher correlation.

Correlation analysis of total charge of the clusters in Complex I. The aim of the section here
is to find out the inter-cluster correlation. Here total charge of each cluster for each microstate is
first found and then correlation analysis is performed on the total charge of each clusters, again
combining all microstates from the eleven snapshots from each trajectory. The correlation study
on these clusters shows there is no strong correlation between the clusters in either trajectory
(Figure 4. 9). However very weak negative correlation is seen between cluster 1 and 2 as well as
between cluster 2 and the residues connection cluster 1 and 2 in MQ bound trajectory. In the apostructures, cluster 1 and cluster 5, cluster 4 and cluster 5, cluster 5 and connection residues cluster
between 1 and 4 show weak negative correlation. One notable difference between the two
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trajectories is that cluster 1 and 5 show weak positive correlation when MQ is bound while weak
negative correlation in the apo-trajectory.

Figure 4. 9. Heat map of Pearson’s weighted correlation coefficient based on total charge of each cluster
of E-channel in Complex I at pH 7. Clusters are denoted as cl1: cluster 1, cl2: cluster 2, co1_2: connection
between cluster 1 and cluster 2, cl3: cluster 3, cl4: cluster 4, co1_4: connection between cluster 1 and
cluster 4, cl5: cluster 5, and cl6: cluster 6. Color and correlation value same as defined in the Figure 4. 5.
Total 11 snapshots from each trajectory are used for analysis. (a) Snapshots from oxidized quinone (MQ)
bound. (b) Snapshots from Apo-trajectory with no quinone bound.

4.4 Conclusions
Proteins have many acidic and basic residues and are very unlikely to be in a single
protonation state. Microstate analysis allows us to characterize the ensemble of these states. We
have shown proteins have a range of charge states and for each charge state that there are multiple
tautomers with different distribution of protons. While there can be an astonishing number of
protonation microstates found in proteins such as RCs only a few have significant probability. The
lower population states may play roles as intermediates in important processes such as proton
transfers. The microstate analysis shows how the protonation state of groups of residues are
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coupled together and which residues are not correlated with each other. The MC ensemble is large
enough that the thermodynamic parameters including the ∆S of proton binding can be calculated
with reasonable precision.
There are other important properties of proteins whose analysis relies on knowing the
microstates rather than simply the average properties. The correlation of structures and protonation
state can show how small changes influence the proton affinity of interior sites in the protein.[37]
In proton pumps these changes can lead to efficient proton loading and unloading as protons are
transferred through the protein [30,161]. Microstate analysis can show how the protonation states
of ligands can shift those of the protein. The proton transfer paths require continuous hydrogen
bonded connections [162,163]. MCCE has been used to identify the hydrogen bonds in the MC
ensemble to trace proton transfer paths [31,68–70]. High probability or low energy microstates
that define residue protonation and neutral His tautomers provide rational input to standard MD.
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CHAPTER 5
Conclusion
The electrochemical proton gradient across the mitochondrial is a key source of cellular
energy. Complex I moves the protons from the lower concentration side (N-side) to the higher
concentration side (P-side) by using the energy generated in the redox reaction. Proton pump
proteins use three common proton transfer elements: (a) water-filled channels anchored by water
molecules, acidic, basic, and polar amino acid side chains; (b) Proton Loading Sites (PLS) along
the path which are transient proton binding sites; (c) Gates that allow the path to be open to the Nside when the PLS loads and are open to the P-side when it unloads. The proton transfer can take
place using linear or complex pathways. Linear pathways have well-defined single entry and exit
for protons while complex pathways have multiple choices for protons to pass through. Complex
I protein uses both simple and complex proton pathways. The antiporter pathways in Complex I
have linear proton pathways while the E-channel proton pathway has a complex of competing
proton pathways.
There are multiple suggestions for the proton transfer path through the N-side, usually
ending before the P-side [22,33,37,44,45]. This thesis reports the complete proton pumping
pathway in the E-channel of Complex I by using multiple computational methodologies
(MD/MC/network analysis). MD/MC/network analysis techniques are powerful methods that can
be used in different proton-pumping proteins. The network analysis finds out that six clusters of
highly connected hydrogen-bonded residues. These network connections are highly dependent on
the water molecules. The hydrogen bond network connectivity depends on the presence and redox
state of the quinone. A hydrophobic barrier to the P-side is found. The core of the E-channel is
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formed by subunit Nqo8; Nqo4 contributes to the N-side entry, Nqo7 and then Nqo10 join the
pathway in the middle, and Nqo11 assists in the P-side exit.
This thesis finds out the complex proton pathway in the E-channel of Complex I. However,
there are many unanswered questions that remain including: Which proton transfer paths in Echannel are favored? Which residues form the PLS and what triggers the hydrophobic region in T.
thermophilus Complex I to pass the protons? What changes cause the PLS to load and unload the
proton by the redox site at such a long distance? How does mutation of residues in simple and
complex pathways affect the hydrogen bond networks? How is the energy released by redox
reaction at such a large distance coordinated to proton transfer? What is the rate-limiting step in
Complex I? Hopefully further research on the Complex I will be able to open the mystery.
This thesis also explores how proteins exist in the different protonation states due to a large
number of numbers of acidic and basic residues. This thesis sheds the light on the distribution of
protonation microstates in proteins. Each protein charge state is found to exist in multiple
tautomers with different positions for the protons shifting over large regions.
The analysis of protonation microstates in three different proteins: lysozyme, RCs, and
Complex I help us understand the importance of different protonation microstates. The correlation
analysis on microstates is unique to finding the group of residues that are coupled to each other.
The microstate analysis can show how individual hydrogen bonding patterns can stabilize
particular protonation states or be aligned for proton transport. The microstate analysis tool
developed for this project will be a handy tool for finding the correlation between structures and
protonation states. The microstate analysis can provide the rational choice of protonation states for
MD based on the highest occupancy or low-energy microstates.
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Appendix A
Supplementary Information for Chapter 3
Figure S1. Sample water histograms for MD trajectories.
Figure S2. Hydrogen bond networks mediated by zero or one water.
Figure S3. Hydrogen bond network for representative frames of each trajectories.
Figure S4. Hydrogen bond network of subunit Nqo4, Nqo7, Nqo8, Nqo10, and Nqo11 found in
crystal structure.
Figure S5: Cavity around E-channel in crystal structure 4HEA in Complex I.
Figure S6. MCCE hydrogen bond network.
Figure S7. Hydrogen bond network for trajectory with additional levels of hydration.
Figure S8. Schematic diagram showing menaquinone dependent connectivity in Complex I E
channel.
Figure S9. Comparison of proposed E-channel pathways.
Figure S10. Additional waters added in MQ bound snapshot to find connections between clusters
4, 5 and 6.
Table S1. Hydrogen bond donor and acceptor definitions.
Table S2. Count of the snapshots showing inter cluster connections from each trajectory.
Table S3. Quinone partial charges used for MCCE [81] calculation.
Table S4. Number of waters in the input structure after removal of surface water with >5% solvent
accessibility and average number of waters retained in MC sampling.
Table S5. Average charge of ionizable residues that are not in their canonical state (ASP, GLU,
ARG, LYS: charged; HIS, TYR, CYS neutral) in MCCE protonation sampling at pH 7.
Table S6. HSSP conservation table taken from HSSP data set.
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Figure S1. Sample water histograms for MD trajectories.
Probability distribution for the number of waters in the snapshots from the (a) apo-Complex I
trajectory (b) MQ trajectory. The number of water molecules was binned by their occupancy in
the 3-dimensional space between Nqo4 residues Ser48, Glu50, Gln389, and Gln33, Ser36, Thr37,
His38, Asp139. Snapshots in the low-, intermediate- and high-probability of hydration bins
(indicated in red) were analyzed with MCCE. Essentially, the limited number of snapshots used
is MCCE are chosen to be representative of a broader array of water distribution profiles
manifested in hundreds to thousands of conformations spread all over by our microsecond-long
MD.

Figure S2. Hydrogen bond networks mediated by zero or one water.
The node color and position are the same as those used in Chapter 3 Figure 3. 2b-d in the main
text. The same snapshots were analyzed in Figure 3. 2 and on right vs left side of this figure.
The connecting lines shown in the default representation in main text does not differentiate
between connections through zero to four intervening waters. The network with zero waters only
shows connections where there is a direct hydrogen bond between residues. Here only cluster 5
remains fairly intact, as few amino acids in other clusters make direct connections. All inter cluster
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connections are lost except a single connection between cluster 1 and 2. A single water bridging
residues shows more amino acid connections and the beginning of inter cluster connections. a, b:
MQ bound; c,d: MQH2 bound; e,f: apo.

Figure S3. Hydrogen bond network for representative frames of each trajectories
The networks in the main text represent a combination of connections made in eighteen snapshots
from a given trajectory. Here the connections made in the MCCE analysis of a single snapshot are
shown. While no snapshot shows all connections, the connections within each cluster found in the
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aggregated network are often found in the MC analysis of each individual snapshots. Each
connection line represents two residues are connected by zero to four water. A count of the inter
cluster connections in individual snapshots is found in Table S2.
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Figure S4. Hydrogen bond network of subunit Nqo4, Nqo7, Nqo8, Nqo10, and Nqo11 found in
crystal structure.

The hydrogen bond network analysis was performed on the crystal structure 4HEA. As this has
no waters it can only see direct hydrogen bonds between residues. It can be compared with the
snapshots Figure S2 a, c and e which do not consider bridging waters in the network analysis.
Figure S5: Cavity around E-channel in crystal structure 4HEA in Complex.
(a)

(b)
E51
D220

E248
E130

Y10
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Cavity determined by the Hollow program [164], which identifies empty regions that are large
enough to accommodate water with a radius of 1.4 Å in the 4HEA crystal structure. It does not
evaluate the stability of water bound. (a) Cavity shown within Complex I structure; (b) Cavity
only. Key residues are shown in stick representations.
Figure S6. MCCE hydrogen bond network.
This figure magnifies Figure 3. 2 in the main text so that the label for the amino acid in each node
is visible: (a) the menaquinone docked structure. (b) the reduced menaquinone (MQH2) docked
structure. (c) without menaquinone.
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Figure S7. Hydrogen bond network for trajectory with additional levels of hydration.
This expands Figure 3. 4 so that the labels for each node is readable. Networks (a) with waters
added for GCMC using IPECE [82]. (b) from snapshots from additional MQ containing trajectory
(c) additional quinone removed trajectory.
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Figure S8. Schematic diagram showing menaquinone dependent connectivity in Complex I E
channel.
Members of each clusters are shown in Figure 3. 2 and expanded in Figure S6 and listed in Table
3. 2. Arrows show the connections between clusters. Solid arrows show connections with many
possible paths. Dashed lines show broken connections. (a) MQ bound structure (b) APO structure

Figure S9. Comparison of proposed E-channel pathways.
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Black line is the pathway predicted here. Blue line (including blue dotted line) was predicted from
inspection of the T. thermophilus structure by Baradaran et al [33]. Blue dotted line is path
obtained by QM/MM-MD simulation on T. thermophilus Complex I by Di Luca et al [37]. Green
line is consensus path predicted from inspection of the Complex I crystal structures from E.coli by
Efremov et al [40], Y. lipolytica complex I by Zickermann et al [22] and from MD simulation of
T. thermophilus complex I by Haapanen et al [45].
Figure S10. Additional waters added in MQ bound snapshot to find connections between clusters
4, 5 and 6.

Extra water shown by their oxygen positions are added using IPECE [82] to enhance connection
amongst cluster 4, cluster 5 and cluster 6. E213, E163, E130 and 7(D72) are in the central cluster
4; 11(E32) and 10(Y59) are in cluster 5; Y124 and 7(T10) move back and forth between cluster 4
and the P-side, exit cluster 5. MCCE [81] will provide multiple proton positions on each water.
Blue: MD waters and yellow: water added using IPECE [82] . (a) All MD and IPECE water
oxygens. (b) waters that are retained after MCCE GGMC sampling. These accepted waters are
used in the network analysis. One snapshot is shown here. Five snapshots were analyzed for the
networks shown in Fig. 4a.
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Table S1. Hydrogen bond donor and acceptor definitions.
A hydrogen bond is counted for each MC microstate where a donor and acceptor conformer are in
a position to make a hydrogen bond. Distance between a donor hydrogen and acceptor is between
1.2 Å and 3.2 Å, and angle between donor D-H and acceptor > 90 is used for the detection of
hydrogen bond.
Residue
ASP
ARG
GLU
HIS
SER
THR
ASN
GLN
CYS
MET
TYR
TRP
LYS
HOH
MQ

Donor
HD1, HD2
1HH1, 2HH1, 1HH2, 2HH2, HE
HE1, HE2
HE2, HD1
HG
HG1
1HD2, 2HD2
1HE2, 2HE2
HG
HH
HE1
1HZ, 2HZ, 3HZ
1H, 2H, 3H
H73, H74

Acceptor
OD1, OD2
NE, NH1, NH2
OE1, OE2
ND1, NE2
OG
OG1
OD1
OE1
SG
SD
OH
NZ
O
O1, O2

Table S2. Count of the snapshots showing inter cluster connections from each trajectory.
“-“ means the two clusters are not directly connected. The tables are symmetric, with the same
entries above and below the diagonal. Eighteen MD snapshots analyzed for one trajectory (Figure
3. 2). Connections within parenthesis in Quinone containing and apo-Complex I tables analyze
eleven snapshots from better hydrated trajectories (Figure 3. 4).
Quinone
Cluster
1
2
3
4

1
x
18/18
(11/11)
1/18
(1/11)
12/18

N-side
2
18/18
(11/11)
x

N-side
3
1/18
(1/11)
-

-

x

5/18

1/18
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4
12/18
(5/11)
5/18
(2/11)
1/18
(0)
x

5
0

P-side
6
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

5
6

(5/11)
0
0

Apo
Cluster
1

1
x

2

(2/11)
0
0

(0)
0
0

N-side
2
17/18
(10/11)
x

N-side
3
0

N-side
3
0
x
0
0
0

3
4

17/18
(10/11)
0
0

5
6

0
0

2/18
(1/11)
0
0

1
x
18/18
0
0
0
0

N-side
2
18/18
x
0
0
0

Quinol
Cluster
1
2
3
4
5
6

0
0
(1/11)

x
0

(1/11)
0
x

4
0

5
0

P-side
6
0

0

0

x
0

2/18
(1/11)
0
x

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

x
0

0
x

5
0
0
0
0
x
0

P-side
6
0
0
0
0
0
x

-

4
0
0
0
x
0
0

Table S3. Quinone partial charges used for MCCE calculation.
The charges on the isoprene tail are zero.
Atom

Charge

C1

Quinone (MQ)
0.369

Quinol (MQH2)
0.113

O1

-0.446

-0.529

C2

0.115

-0.006

C3

-0.31

-0.268

C4

0.184

-0.009

C5

0.371

0.104

O2

-0.446

-0.529

C6

0

0.008

C7

-0.116

-0.113

C8

-0.114

-0.116

C9

-0.114

-0.116

C10

-0.116

-0.113
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C11

0

0.002

C12
C13
H1
H2
H3
H4
H5
H6
H7
H8
H9
H10
H73
H74

-0.217
-0.216
0.090
0.090
0.090
0.114
0.114
0.114
0.114
0.090
0.090
0.150

-0.179
-0.145
0.090
0.090
0.090
0.114
0.114
0.114
0.114
0.090
0.090
0.150
0.420
0.420

Table S4. Number of waters in the input structure after removal of surface water with >5% solvent
accessibility and average number of waters retained in MC sampling.

Frame
6
8
35
45
53
68
72
102
112
118
119
139
144
148
149
154
157
final
AVG
STD

MQ
Input_num
291
283
273
279
285
282
270
292
281
293
277
272
280
299
294
280
284
335
286.11
14.60

MC_num Frame
99.16
6
98.39
14
98.83
27
105.33
29
94.63
33
98.64
42
92.94
46
103.10
56
97.89
60
109.29
66
98.85
81
101.45
94
110.58
102
105.58
115
105.25
127
98.30
133
103.64
136
112.58
139
101.91
5.40

MQH2
Input_num
252
243
234
254
246
237
248
250
244
246
253
241
252
244
241
241
252
244
245.67
5.74
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MC_num
95.65
94.25
91.54
95.01
90.76
91.05
91.24
92.41
88.63
93.80
92.65
93.05
95.07
91.67
92.15
93.12
92.81
92.46
92.63
1.74

Frame
15
31
44
45
64
79
85
87
98
106
134
143
157
171
180
185
195
final

APO
Input_num MC_num
194
64.25
190
64.08
193
69.38
206
72.03
210
82.35
216
70.75
187
71.20
210
74.96
183
67.52
183
67.69
229
75.34
208
72.76
210
71.50
199
64.38
210
69.60
201
68.76
210
72.64
288
98.36
207.06
72.09
23.61
7.93

Table S5. Average charge of ionizable residues that are not in their canonical state (ASP, GLU,
ARG, LYS: charged; HIS, TYR, CYS neutral) in MCCE protonation sampling at pH 7
All ARG are ionized and all TYR and CYS are neutral.

Segname

Residue name

Nqo4
Nqo4
Nqo4
Nqo4
Nqo4
Nqo4
Nqo4
Nqo4
Nqo4
Nqo4
Nqo4
Nqo4
Nqo4
Nqo4
Nqo7
Nqo7
Nqo7
Nqo7
Nqo7
Nqo8
Nqo8
Nqo8
Nqo8
Nqo8
Nqo8
Nqo8
Nqo8
Nqo8
Nqo8
Nqo8
Nqo8
Nqo8
Nqo8
Nqo10
Nqo11
Nqo11

ASP 139
GLU 50
GLU 189
GLU 210
GLU 216
GLU 388
HIS 34
HIS 38
HIS 58
HIS 63
HIS 72
HIS 199
HIS 315
HIS 336
ASP 72
GLU 6
GLU 74
GLU 110
HIS 60
ASP 119
ASP 184
ASP 220
ASP 303
GLU 130
GLU 163
GLU 213
GLU 225
GLU 235
GLU 273
HIS 192
HIS 233
HIS 251
LYS 240
GLU 5
ASP 52
GLU 32

Average charge from MCCE
MQH2
MQ structure
APO structure
structure
Charge
STD
Charge STD Charge
STD
-0.82
0.24
-1.00
0.00
-0.99
0.01
-0.08
0.19
-0.01
0.02
-0.68
0.25
-1.00
0.01
-0.99
0.00
-0.94
0.04
-0.59
0.31
-0.87
0.13
-0.96
0.02
-0.99
0.02
-1.00
0.01
-0.67
0.23
-0.84
0.10
-0.70
0.08
-0.90
0.06
0.59
0.18
0.93
0.03
0.62
0.23
0.03
0.08
0.00
0.00
0.08
0.08
0.12
0.10
0.02
0.01
0.08
0.08
0.51
0.18
0.57
0.10
0.44
0.25
0.36
0.10
0.38
0.05
0.33
0.09
0.74
0.08
0.76
0.04
0.55
0.11
0.06
0.05
0.12
0.03
0.11
0.07
1.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
-0.10
0.08
-0.01
0.03
-0.99
0.03
-1.00
0.00
-0.77
0.35
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01
-1.00
0.01
-0.03
0.04
-0.77
0.27
0.04
0.11
0.00
0.00
0.38
0.25
-0.95
0.11
-1.00
0.00
-1.00
0.00
-1.00
0.00
-1.00
0.00
-0.93
0.21
-0.02
0.07
-1.00
0.00
-1.00
0.00
-1.00
0.00
-1.00
0.00
-0.88
0.18
-0.06
0.10
0.00
0.00
-0.13
0.21
-0.22
0.36
-0.80
0.17
-0.27
0.30
-0.96
0.16
-1.00
0.00
-1.00
0.00
-0.62
0.25
-0.97
0.02
-0.99
0.01
-0.96
0.06
-0.97
0.03
-0.97
0.11
-1.00
0.00
-0.96
0.08
-0.98
0.03
0.45
0.18
0.31
0.15
0.20
0.20
0.00
0.01
0.02
0.01
0.09
0.09
0.01
0.02
0.79
0.16
0.23
0.27
1.00
0.01
0.98
0.02
0.90
0.21
-0.71
0.39
-0.67
0.19
-0.77
0.29
-0.82
0.24
-1.00
0.00
-0.84
0.28
-0.96
0.07
-0.09
0.10
-0.58
0.35
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Nqo11
Nqo11

GLU 67
HIS 81

0.00
0.13

0.00
0.14

-0.23
0.02

0.21
0.02

0.00
0.04

0.00
0.12

Table S6. Conservation table taken from HSSP data set (https://mrs.cmbi.umcn.nl)
The amino acid frequency refers to the percentage of residues observed at that position and HSSP
weight gives the sequence identity of an alignment [165].
T. thermophilus
species

Amino acid Frequency

HSSP weight

4(Q330
4(S36)
4(T37)
4(H38)
4(Y87)
4(D139)
4(R217)
R216
E223
E225
Q226

Cluster 1
Q 70 %, H 26 %
S 66%, A 33%
M 33%, A 33%, T 32%
H 100 %
Y 99 %, W 1%
D 84%, E 15 %
R 100%
R100 %
E 100%
E 99%, D 1%
Q 56%, S 26%

0.7
0.63
0.29
0.99
1
0.89
1
1
0.99
0.99
0.3

4(S48)
4(E50)
4(E51)
4(E216)
4(Q389)
7(H60)
R154
S158
D220
E227
R301
Y302
D303
Q304
R307

Cluster 2
D 80%, E 12%, S 1%
E 100%
D 30%, V 24%, T 20%, E1%
Q 33%, E 31 %
I 35%, K 35%, Q 10%
R 72%, K 19%, H 2%
R 100%
Q97 %, S2%
D 100%
E 100%
R 99%, K1%
Y 93%, F5%
D 100%
Q 95 %, R 3%
S 42%, R 28%

0.83
1
0.17
0.36
0.27
0.69
1
0.94
1
1
0.99
0.95
0.99
0.92
0.22

4(E388)
4(D392)
R299

Connecting clusters 1 and 2
H 35%, M 30%, E 2%
D 95%, N5%
R 100%

0.07
0.95
1

Cluster 3
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4(T27)
4(N29)
4(R42)
4(H58)
4(Y61)
7(E45)
7(S46)
7(N48)
7(D49)
7(E53)
D71
S139
S143
S145
K146
Y147
S148
S152
E235
Y236
S237
K240

I 37%, T29%
N 96%, S 3%
R 98 %, K 1 %
H 37 %, I 27 %
Y 65%, L 32 %
E 100%
C 88%, S 12%
F 60%, V 12%, N 2%
E 35%, D 25%
A 65%, G 15%, E 1%
D 75%, T 7%
A 74%, G 22%, S 4%
S 99 %, A 1%
N 61%, S 39%
K 95%, R 2%
Y 98%, F 2%
S 67%, A 19%
A 59%, G 27%, S 14%
E 98%, D 2%
Y 99%, F 1%
S 88%, A 6%
K70 %, R 13%

0.41
0.94
0.97
0.13
0.58
1
0.86
0.46
0.46
0.6
0.58
0.73
0.98
0.54
0.93
1
0.57
0.61
0.99
0.99
0.85
0.55

7(T10)
7(D72)
7(E74)
7(W79)
7(T100)
7(E110)
7(W111)
7(K113)
7(R117)
S89
Y124
S129
E130
Y134
S155
S156
S161
Y162
E163
Y206
S210
E213
H251
T254
W310
10(T150)

Cluster 4
I 47%, V 27%, T 3%
D 93%, A 6%
E 93%, D 6%
F 60%, Y 26%, W 1%
L 61%, I 20%, T 1 %
E 56%, A 24%
W 92%, Y 4%
K 77%, R 16%
E 62%, D 29%, R 1%
A 63%, S 14%
F 50%, Y 41%
A 54%, S 33%
S 49%, G 48%, E 2%
Y 97%, F 1%
A 54%, S 41%
S 65%, A 23%
S 99%, A 1%
Y 100%
E 100%
F 84%, Y 16%
G 54%, A 25%
E 57%, V 43%
G 42%, N 34%
T 57%, L 24%
W 100%
T 59%, I 34%

0.61
0.89
0.95
0.84
0.7
0.39
0.9
0.74
0.74
0.47
0.82
0.48
0.6
0.96
0.53
0.52
0.98
1
1
0.97
0.45
0.32
0.38
0.35
1
0.34
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10(E158)

Q 48%, E 38%

0.5

4(T144)
E35
S155
S156
Y232
H233
T234
Q245
E248
Y249
R294

Connecting 1, 2, 3 and 4
T 81 %, S 10%
E 94 %, D 6%
A 54%, S 41%
S 65%, A 23%
Y 73%, F 24%
H 71%, N 7%
I 43%, T 38%
F 80%, M 7%, Q 4%
E 100%
Y 99%, F 1%
R 94%, K 6%

0.72
0.95
0.53
0.52
0.92
0.47
0.45
0.72
1
0.99
0.93

10(S15)
10(N35)
10(Y43)
10(Q55)
10(Y59)
11(E32)
11(N36)
11(N39)

Cluster 5
T 64%, S 36%
N 57%, T 36%
Y 98%, F 2%
Q 100%
Y 100%
E 100%
N 76%, L 22%
N 80%, A 13%

0.6
0.29
1
1
1
1
0.51
0.66

7(Q5)
7(E6)
7(Y7)
7(S84)
T2
W3
S4
Y5
D8
K16
Q112
W114
N117
D119
S179
N181
N183
D184
N187
W188
K190
10(S2)
10(E5)

Cluster 6
L 19%, A 12%, Q 6%
E 18%, N 15%
Y 89%, F 6%
S 34%, A 24%
S 82%, T 4%
W 96%, F 3%
I 30%, L 30%, S 4%
T 35%, S 28%, Y 2%
I 70%, D 5%
K 67%, Q 8%
P 21%, Q 19%
R 27 %, W 21%
P 18%, N 13%,
V 52%, G 8%, D 7%
S 88%, T 9%
N 69%, S 21%
T 38%, S 13%, N 8%
D 67%, E 11%
N 44%, E 16%
A 34%, S 33%, W 4%
G 28 %, A 15%, K 7%
S 72%, G 20%
E 92%, D 8%

0.12
0.25
0.9
0.28
0.48
0.98
0.23
0.19
0.26
0.4
0.18
0.23
0.2
0.33
0.79
0.55
0.21
0.6
0.25
0.26
0.16
0.62
0.91
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10(D47)
10(R49)
10(D118)
10(K120)
10(Q125)
11(Y3)
11(R47)
11(Q54)

D 45%, N 34%
R 55%, Q 36%
D 64%, A 11%
G 36%, K 18%
Q 55%, K 36%
Y 56%, H 31%
R 26%, D 21%
Q 73%, D 9%
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0.58
0.34
0.36
0.29
0.39
0.52
0.18
0.66
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Supplementary Information for Chapter 4
Figure S1. Microstate Energy distribution for different pH, different temperature and different
proteins.
Figure S2. Average ensemble protein charge of Lysozyme from pH 4 to pH 7.
Figure S3. Microstate Energy distribution for each charge of 4lzt at pH 5 and pH 7.
Figure S4. Correlation between the probability of a protonation microstate and its energy ranking
in RCs at pH 7 with neutral QB.
Table S1. Occupancy and charge state of individual unique charge microstate of residues that are
changing the ionization state in Monte Carlo simulation.
Table S2. Reproducibility of values characterizing the microstate ensembles.
Table S3. Reproducibility of thermodynamic parameters.
Link S1.: Links to the programs used here.
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Figure S1. Microstate Energy distribution for different pH, different temperature and different
proteins.
Black line is skew normal distribution fitted curve of histogram.

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

(a) Lysozyme at pH 5 at T = 298.15 K, skew 3.41, FWHM 4.22 kcal/mol.
(b) Lysozyme at pH 7 at T = 320 K, skew 2.90, FWHM 3.86 kcal/mol.
(c) Lysozyme at pH 7 at T = 298.15 K (default run), skew 1.28, FWHM 9.19 kcal/mol.
(d) RCs at pH = 7 at T = 298.15 with neutral quinone, skew 1.47, FWHM 11.89 kcal/mol.

Figure S2. Average ensemble protein charge of Lysozyme from pH 4 to pH 7.
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The average charge changes from 11.01 at pH 4 to 7.78 at pH 7. At each pH the protein has a noninteger average charge indicating that there are acidic and basic residues in a mixture of
protonation states in the ensemble.
Figure S3. Microstate Energy distribution for each charge of 4lzt. (a) pH 5 (b) and pH 7.
(a)

(b)

The wide energy range for each protonation microstate arises from the large number of
conformational microstates available to most protonation microstates. Thus, even at pH 7 where
there are only 8 tuatomers with a charge of 8, there are 249,209 total microstates with that charge.
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Figure S4. Correlation between the probability of a protonation microstate and its energy ranking
in RCs at pH 7 with neutral QB.

The probability of the 30 microstates with the highest probability. The x axis notes the order of
energy of the conformational microstate with this distribution of protons that has the lowest energy.
Thus, the protonation state of the microstate with the lowest energy found in MC sampling (i.e.
order 1) is not one of the highest probability protonation microstates. While there are over 50,000
unique protonation microstates, these 30 protonation microstates account for 8.48% of the total
population of the ensemble.
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Table S1. Occupancy and charge state of individual unique charge microstate of residues that are
changing the ionization state in Monte Carlo simulation.
Only three microstates have occupancy ≥10%. They account for 90% of the total population.
NTR1 K1 H15 E35 D101 K116
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0

1
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
1
0
1

-1
-1
-1
-1
0
0
-1
-1
0
0
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
0
0
0
-1

-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
0
0
-1
-1
0
-1
0
-1
-1
-1
-1

1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0

Count

Net
Occupancy
Charge in Fraction
571852
8
0.477
387654
7
0.323
120227
9
0.100
92767
8
0.077
7910
9
0.007
5654
8
0.005
2073
7
0.002
2024
7
0.002
1732
10
0.001
1634
9
0.001
1286
6
0.001
1142
6
0.001
1133
8
0.001
805
9
0.001
658
8
0.001
454
7
0
303
8
0
231
9
0
195
7
0
145
10
0
89
8
0
20
8
0
10
7
0
2
7
0

Table S2. Reproducibility of values characterizing the microstate ensembles.
pH

Struct
ure

Summ
ary

Unique
Charge MS

Number of Unique Charge MS

pH4

4lzt

Av
STD

285.50
±36.27

4.30
±0.67

98.80
±5.98

5.80
±4.64

#
residues
or
termini
changing
protonati
on
11.10
±0.74

pH5

4lzt

Av

117.30

2.00

30.00

5.30

10.22

Lowest
energy*

Average
energy*

Highest
energy*

95

STD
pH6

4lzt

Av

±13.43
43.90

STD
pH7

4lzt

Av
STD

pH7

QB

Av

2.10
±6.03

28.90

50:50

Av
STD

pH7

QB•-

Av
STD

±0.32
4.00

±4.48
59,734.20

STD
pH7

±0.00

±0.00
RCs
6.60
±2.45

±1,891.18
70,139.40
±1,614.04
5,4795.80
±932.91

8.00
±5.48
3.00
±1.41

±2.71
15.60
±1.17
15.00
±1.05
24,021.20
±662.45
27,411.60
±357.08
22,203.80
±472.35

±3.43
4.80
±2.53
4.30
±2.58
2.60
±1.82
5.00
±4.18
2.60
±1.67

±0.67
7.50
±0.71
6.80
±0.79
51.60
±3.13
50.80
±1.92
49.40
±3.44

Characterization of accepted microstates obtained with Metropolis-Hastings sampling. The MC
steps are the aggregate of 2,000 times the number of free conformers times six restarts. Unique
microstates have different protonation and or conformation. Protonation microstates differ in
location of protons on acidic and basic groups. *Number of unique protonation states within 1.36
kcal/mol of the lowest or highest energy or of ±0.68 kcal/mol of the average energy. There are 27
protonatable residues (Asp, Glu, Arg, His and Lys) and chain termini in lysozyme and 132 in RCs.
The number of residues that change protonation have different charge states in the microstate
ensemble. MC sampling for RCs is carried out with the ubiquinone in the QB site being the neutral
quinone, QB, the anionic semiquinone QB•- or with the Eh at the Em for the quinone so there is a
50:50 mixture of the two states.
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Table S3. Reproducibility of thermodynamic parameters.
The reaction is for the two residues E35 and D52 of lysozyme at pH 5 with both neutral as the
reactant and both ionized as the product. The ∆G, ∆H and ∆S are calculated from the MC ensemble
using equations 4, 5 and 6 in main text. ∆𝐺 units are in kcal/mol and temperature in Kelvin unit.
Table S3A
Temp. (K)
run_1
run_2
run_3
run_4
run_5
run_6
run_7
run_8
run_9
run_10
AV
STD

Average energy (kcal/mol)
270.00
298.15
320.00
340.00
-223.722
-222.99
-222.374 -221.794
-223.731 -222.996 -222.363 -221.791
-223.740 -222.977 -222.364 -221.808
-223.717 -222.988 -222.381 -221.785
-223.728 -222.963 -222.359 -221.794
-223.726 -222.996 -222.353 -221.816
-223.749 -222.970 -222.348 -221.794
-223.747 -222.969 -222.375 -221.808
-223.740 -222.981 -222.361 -221.814
-223.723 -222.972 -222.368 -221.777
-223.732 -222.980 -222.365 -221.798
±0.011
±0.012
±0.010
±0.013

Table S3B
Temp. (K)
run_1
run_2
run_3
run_4
run_5
run_6
run_7
run_8
run_9
run_10
Av ∆G
STD

Average ∆G (kcal/mol)
270
298.15
320
0.852
0.925
1.045
0.829
0.936
1.042
0.800
0.957
1.026
0.837
0.931
1.025
0.859
0.938
1.035
0.849
0.938
1.070
0.806
0.958
1.074
0.802
0.971
1.048
0.847
0.966
1.056
0.854
0.962
1.037
0.834
0.948
1.046
±0.023
±0.016
±0.017

Table S3C
Temp. (K)
run_1
run_2
run_3
run_4

270
-0.242
-0.266
-0.240
-0.247

∆H (kcal/mol
298.15
320
-0.335
-0.418
-0.353
-0.432
-0.313
-0.383
-0.356
-0.409
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340
1.136
1.139
1.152
1.152
1.15
1.161
1.147
1.152
1.153
1.161
1.150
±0.008

340
-0.469
-0.482
-0.476
-0.531

run_5
run_6
run_7
run_8
run_9
run_10
Av ∆H
STD
Table S3D
Temp. (K)
run_1
run_2
run_3
run_4
run_5
run_6
run_7
run_8
run_9
run_10
Av T∆S
STD
Av ∆S
Cal/mol/°

-0.257
-0.266
-0.276
-0.294
-0.279
-0.241
-0.261
±0.019

-0.367
-0.348
-0.376
-0.326
-0.366
-0.354
-0.349
±0.020

-0.486
-0.459
-0.444
-0.397
-0.438
-0.417
-0.428
±0.030

T∆S (kcal/mol)
270
298.15
320
-1.094
-1.260
-1.463
-1.095
-1.289
-1.474
-1.040
-1.270
-1.409
-1.084
-1.287
-1.434
-1.116
-1.305
-1.521
-1.115
-1.286
-1.529
-1.082
-1.334
-1.518
-1.096
-1.297
-1.445
-1.126
-1.332
-1.494
-1.095
-1.316
-1.454
-1.094
-1.298
-1.474
±0.024
±0.024
±0.040
0.004

0.004

0.005

-0.495
-0.488
-0.522
-0.482
-0.498
-0.546
-0.499
±0.026

340
-1.605
-1.621
-1.628
-1.683
-1.645
-1.649
-1.669
-1.634
-1.651
-1.707
-1.649
±0.030
0.005

Link S1. Links to the programs used here.
Programs used here can be found on GitHub.
1. The MCCE program is available at: https://github.com/GunnerLab/Stable-MCCE
2. Microstate analysis Library tutorial: https://gunnerlab.github.io/StableMCCE/ms_analysis/
3. Jupyter Notebook tutorial for microstate analysis:
https://github.com/umeshkhaniya/ms_tutorial
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